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SENDS THEM
 
HOME
King-Emperor Josef Dis-
bands His Parliament.
I •
CRISIS IN AFFAIRS OF
AUSTRIA AND HUNGARY.
Ministers Without Exception and
Contrary to all Precedent Failed
4` i to Appear.
STATE PAPER EXPLAINS
THE NECESSITY FOR ACT.
Dudapest, Oct. to —Paz,tiament was
prorogued today by royal rescript
until December to.
Acting Premier Baron Fejervary
and his colleagues did not attend the
brief sitting of parliament. The baron
merely sent the president of the low-
er house the rescript signed by the
King-Emperor Francis Joseph pro-
roguing parliament and explaining
that the step was necessitated by the
fact that no success had been at-
tained in forming a new cabinet on
a basis which would secure parlia-
ment against dirorder.
Shouts of "scoundrels" and similar
epithets mingled with queries of
'Where is the constitution?" greet-
ed the reading of the rescript, but
there were no cabinet minister present
to take note of the insults. Count
Julius Andressy rose and denounced
the ministers mho, contrary to preced-
ent, had failed to appear before par-
liament
Great Confuaion.
It was expected that when parlia-
ment reassembled today it would face
a situation of the greatest confusion.
The compromise programme which
the coalition leaders requested Herr
Von Szogyenyi-March, the Austro-
Hi:agrarian ambassador at Berhn, who
is at his estate at Csor. Hungary, to
submit to the king-emperor, has seem-
ingly proved a failure, as his majesty
has not yet indicated any intention
to receive the Ambassador for this
purpose.
All possible steps have been taken
to secure order during the sitting.
The coalition leaders have abandoned
their original intention to disregard
the royal message against proroguing
the Diet. They will protein against
proroguement, but will respect the
king-emperor's message.
No serious street disorders are
feared.
Impeachment.
It is reported that the coalition
parties have decided to abandon the
proposal to move the impeachment of
the Fejervary Cabinet.
It was understood that Baron Fe-jervary 
would make a statement to
the house to the effect that a new
government has not yet been appoint-
ed, and that, therefore the house will
be again prorogued.
Counl Julius Andrassy read a rests-
lotion of protest, adopted by the coali-
tion yesterday, declaring that the
continued prorogation& of parliament
are unconstitutional, because they ren-
der it impossible to impeach the
Fejervary cabinet, while the coalition,
being a parliamentary majority, should
long ago have been entrusted with
the direction of the government. The
resolution further declares tnat the
4 existence of the Fejervary cabinetI is nothing but absolutism.
It is reported that all of Baron
Fejervary's present colleagues will re-
main in the new cabinet, with the ex-4 ception of the minister of agriculture,
Andreas Gyoergii, who will be refilac-
ed by Baron Feillitsch, vice-president
of the lower house
.t11
Report of a Compromise.
Budapest, Oct. to—This city is
stirred by the report that an import-
ant compromise between the govern-
ment forces and the coalition leaders
is impending. Francis Kossuth, when
approached on the subject today, de-
e dined either to confirm or deny the
report.
Outbreak Inevitable.
• Berlin, Oct. to.- 
-"Hungary is not
yet. ready to follow Norway's exam-
ple," said the editor of an important
Magyra daily newspaper today. "We
find ourselves in much the same posi-
tion that Norway was in a couple of
years ago. and we require an equal
amount of time to prepareefor the
inevitable outbreak.
"The faithfulness of the Magyar of-
cars to the king is only beginning to
ter. Halt the rank and file of the
isistrar not being Magyar birth,
would hirk, the deciaive - step •
t4ey 4raew that.fiung
4414,1 4 6410it
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rible bloodshed, followed by repeated
revolts of the non-Maygar element
of the population.
"The .great powers of Europe must
arrive at a settled Austro-Hungarian
policy before we can act. There are
unmistakable signs that Russia and
Germany have already worked out
such a policy and are prepared to re-
cognize an independent Hungary
When France and England shall also
be convinced of the futility of main-
taining the dual monarchy by force,
then the Magyars will feel, strong en-
ough to revolt in spite of the resist-
ance of other elements.
"Even Norway first sounded the
powers and got their assurances' that
they would not interfer before ixt
definite steps to sever its union .w
sweden."
DESPERATE NEGRO
FIRES INTO CROWD.
Three Children Shot—One Receives
Bullet Niger Heart.
Memphis, Tenn., Oct. to.—Wild
with rage because of the ridicule of
several small boys in front of the Bi-
jou theater, on Main street last night.
an unknown negro emptied his revol-
ver( into a mass of people One boy
is dying, another is dangerously
wounded and a negro girl received
slight injuries. Fatally injured:
Peter Davis, aged 14 years, shot
near the heart; seriously injured. Hall
Burson, aged 13 years, shot in the
thigh; Sarah ClOtins, aged it, shot 'in
the hand.
A large crowd was gathered in
(rent of the theater when a negro
passed. Several small boys greeted
the negro with cat calls and obstruct-
ed his passage. The pegro became
infuriated and, drawing a revolver,
fired at his annoyer,. Ile then made
a hasty flight and has not been ap-
prehended.
CALL THEM TODAY
SILVER SERVICE COMMITTEE
MEET SCHEDULED FOR
TODAY.
Board of Works Holds Its Regular
Meeting This Afternoon—Hop-
kirurrille Jbb Done
Misyor Yeiser expects to call to-
gether today the committee that is to
look up the legal phase and determine
whether sr not the municipality can
lawfully allow out of the public treas-
ury the Seoo the Daughters of the
Confederacy want the city tq donate
to the ji,soo fund they are raising to
purchase the silver service set that
will be presented the gunboat Padu-
cah that is named for this place. The
mayor has intended calling together
this bedy for the past few days, but
so many important public questions
came up to engage his attention that
he has not had the time to asgemble
the committeemen, but said yester-
day he expected to have them meet
today. It consists of himself, Alder-
man Davis, Councilman Ingram, City
Solicitor Campbell and Mr. Stanley
DuBois, latter of the Commercial
club.
Finish in Three Weeks.
Word from Contractor Charles
Robertson and George Gardner is that
they expect to finish by the first of
next month the sanitary sewerage
system they are installing under the
streets of Hopkinsville. Completing
the work they return here.
Board of Works Today.
The board of public works holds
its regular weekly session this aftt-
nocn at the city hall.
ILLINOIS WILL NOT BUTT IN
Will Wait for Insurance Committee
to Get Through.
Chicago, Oct. to.—A dispatch to
the Tribune from Springfield, Ill..
quotes Gov Deneen as follows: "At
the present time the Illinois authori-
ties have not the slightest idea of
Interfering with the insurance investi-
gation committee in progress in New
York. We have arrived at this de-
rision only after careful consideratir.
We have kept in touch with the in-
quiry there by letter, by telegraph
and by telephone.
"The investigation now in progress
is manifestly so searching. mad so fair
that I believe that any counter inves-
tigation Isy our insurance officers nat-
urally would tin ,mote herrn than
good."
MISSIONARY I TEMPLARS
WENT ON TO MURRAY AFTER
VISITING MRS. JAS..
LANE.
Conference Tonight at Broadway
Methodist Church—Mayfield
Presbytery Starts.
Miss Alice Walters has gone to the
home of her mother in Murray, after
spending several days here with her
cumin. Mrs. Jas. Lane, of South
Tenth street, near Clark, while en
route home from Baltimore, where
she has been attending she national
convention of missionary workers
and societies for the Methodist
churches.
Miss Walters is of Murray, where
all her people reside, but for the east
eight years she has been a mission-
ary for the Methodist denomination
at Shanghai, China. Last July she
got one year's vacation and came to
this countrfy to spend same. She
has been with her relatives at Mur-
ray but several ,weeks ago went to
Baltimore to attend the missionary
gathering which has now closed. She
reached here Saturday on her way
back, and proceeded on to Murray
Monday. She will remain in this
country until next spring, when she
returns to her field of labor in the
foreign land.
Minister Rettiri' is.
'Rev. T. J Newell was out of the
city yesterday on business, but will
return today, as tonight his church
holds its last quarterly conference be-
fore the annual conference.
Germany will arept Russia's invite-
eion. to attend-Vie it#eorfd lititfee:rf:.
ferenc n rnd inn that the peeI
a
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Mayfield Presbytery.
The Mayfield Presbytery met yes-
terda for a three days' session at
the Cumberland church three miles
from the city.
COUNT WHITTE OPPOSES.
Wants No Understanding With En-
gland it is Said.
St. Petersburg, Oct. to.—Foreign
MSnister Larnadorff denies that he is
to make a trip to Paris and Berlin for
the•purpose of creating an anti-British
dreibund.
Count Witte, who headed the pro-
German party, opposes the proposal
That there should be an understand-
ing between Russia and Britain,
GROCERS SUIT
CLARK, GIVEN & CO. SUED
KNIGHT & GIVEN ON
ACCOUNT.
Judge W. M. Reed Has Finished
Everything Except Signing up
the Orders.
Clark, Givens & Co., the wholesale
grocers, yesterday filed suit against
Knight & Givens, the retail grocers
of Sixth and Trimble streets. The sum
sued for is $71.83 that is due for goods
plaintiff furnished defendant. The ac-
tion is an attachment proceeding in-
stituted in the court of Justice Barber.
Shantyboater Pulled.
James Clark, white, was arrested
yesterday by Constable A. G. Shelton
on a warrant charging him with
cursing and threatening Dock Foster,
at their shantyboat down below the
Illinois Central railroad incline to the
north of town. Clark will be tried
tomorrow morning at to o'clock be-
fore Justice R. J. Barber.
All But Orders.
' Judge W. M. Reed returned yes-
terday at noon from Benton, where he
has finished hearing cases, and dis-
missed both the juries. Next Satur-
day he goes back there to sign up all
the orders, and adjourn court until
the next term.
LOOP-THE-LOOP
WOMAN ARRESTED.
DEGREE WORK DONE BY THE
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR YES-
TERDAY.
Hopkinsville, Ky , Oct. io.—Ma-
define McIntire was beought here
from Paris. Ky., this morning or a
grand larceny charge, brought by W.
A. 'Snider, of the Parker Carnival
company, lyhich was here last week.
The woman looped the loop in a ball
with the carnival company. butt last
Friday she left them and • went to
Pant, where she joined the Robinson
Carnival company, When she left,
it is charged, she took with her a
diaMood ring of. Snider's which she
had been wearing. and Snider imme-
diately swore out a vim-rent for her
arrest
A
Medical Society Gathers This Even-
ing With Dr. Bass.—Elks Meet
Tomorrow
The Knights Templar commandery
yesterday aiternoon and last evening
was at the Fraternity building confer-
ring the degrees upon a class of four
candidates. The commandery started
the work in the afternoon anek at 6
o'clock those there were served with
an elegant banquet by the ladies of
the Eastern Star at the lodge room.
After the repast the degree work
resumed and took until ti o'clock
last evening to finish.
Medical Society Tonight. -
This evening the McCracken Coun-
ty. Medical society will hold its meet-
ing with Dr. W. J. Bass at his of-
fice on Broadway between Fourth
and Fifth streets. This is the first of
the winter sessions which are held
every two weeks in the city, while the
summer gatherings are only one a
month out in the county.
sOdd Fellows.
Tomorrow night Mangum lodge of
Odd Fellows will meet at the Fra-
ternity building. while the next even-
ing Ingleside lodge meets. At the
respective sessi,ns reports will be
made of the Shelbyville Grand Lodge
meeting by the local delegates who
w:11 return tomorrow.
Elks Tomorrow
Tomorrow evening the Elks' lodge
will hold its regular weekly meeting
at their assembly hall on North
Fourth street.
CONVICT WITH
LIFE SENTENCE.
Murderer of Finnish Procuator- Gen-
eral Escapes.
',fora, Finland, Oct. to.—
Holittalsil, the murderer of Soisalon
Soinenen, the pr urator-seeneral of
Finland, escaped tiring the night
from the prison here, where he was
undergoing a sentence of imprison-
ment for life.
NEW FLATS
WORK HAS STARTED ON
THOSE FOR MRS CLARA
HECHT.
Mr. George Wallace Decided Not to
!dove Elsewhere—First National
Banks Charter Renewed.
VOL 22, NO: 140
Yesterday morning work was start-
ec. for the flat building Mrs. Clara
Raddie Hecht will erect at Fifth and
Adams streets. Contractor Lock-
wood got the contract for the struc-
ture which goes up right away. It
will be two story brick, with four
flats in the building, each flat to con-
tain five rooms. The house will be
finished by the last of next month.
The plans for same have been com-
pleted by Architect 0. D. Schrnidtt
who drew same.
Officers Chosen.
The Paducah Pottery company
(Bauer's plant) has held its elects,
of officers under the re-organ:zation.
J. Andy Batter, of here is president;
F. W. Butler ,of Akron, Ohio, vice
president; WI. W. Pope, of Akron,
Ohio, secretary; H. B. Manton, of
Akron, Ohio, treasurer. The directors
are J. Andy Bauer. J. S. Porter of
here and B. W. Robinson, H. B. Men-
ton and F. W. Butler of Akron.
Will Not Leave.
Mr. George C. VVeillace, of the street
railway company, stated yesterday he
had definitely decided not to move to
Atlanta, Ga., after he disposes of his
interests in the car company when the
new owners take over -the plant next
week. He has big interests .in that
Southern city and thought seriously
of moving there, but has now decided
to remain here. This is pleasant news
to his hosts of friends.
was the fortieth anniversary of the
existence of the banking house that
is the strongest in the state outside of
Louisville.
New Buggy Exhibited.
The' first buggy the Hardy buggy
company turned out of its plant has
been presented the Commercial club,
and is now on exhibition at Weille
establishment, as is the finest set hf
harness donated the club by the Pa-
ducah Saddle worfc of -Fourth and
Jefferson streets.
Takes New job.
Yard Clerk Clarence Graves, of the
I. C., has resigned to go to Topeka,
Kas., and accept a place with-the Rock
Island, under Chief Dispatcher Neal
who gave up his position here last
week to accept the Western place. T.
B. Pugh succeeds Graves. The former
has been in the office of General
Agent Donovan at the freight house.
TENNESSEANS' AMONG
LAND FRAUD VICTIMS.
Kansas City, 'Oct. to.—Wes. J.
Morgareidge and W. J. Howey,.con-
stituting the 'Frisco Development
company. were arrested by a deputy
United States marshal yesterday,
charged with violating the United
States lottery laws and using the
mails to defraud certain Missouri,
Kansas, Kentucky and Tennessee
home-seekers through a "get-rich-
quick" land scheme. The men were
arraigned before United States Com-
missioner Nuckles, who placed their
bond at esoo each and set their trial
for October 23. The land scheme
which they operated is said to have
netted them $33,000. It is said that
innocent purchasers were induced 110
pay $so for small town lots which
were a part of land that was worth
only $5 an acre.
FOR SEVEN YEARS
SPECIAL POLICE PRESNELL
HAS SERVED THE MER-
CHANTS.
Patrol Wagon About Completed at
Blacksmith Morgan's Shop—
Bad Dollars in Circulation.
Yesterday closed the seventh year
of the service of Merchants Police-
man James Presnell who has made
one of the roost efficient and prompt
officers ever serving in that capacity.
For seven long years he has watched
after the safety of the business houses
in the commercial district, and during
that time has lost only about twenty
days, except for the seven weeks he
was out of the city visiting.. He has
served faithfully and with credit, and
many shrewd pieces of work are ac-
credited to his commendable record
that compares favorably with any.
Charter Renewed.
Yesterday President Robert L.
Reeves, of the First National hank re-
ceived a telegram from Washington,
11. C, announcing that the chatter f.
the locab financial institution, had
been renewed fii\r: period of twenty
years, dating frr yesterday, Neftleh
Accused of Cursing.
Yeiser Ripley, a young white man,
was arrested yesterday by Officers
Hurley and Singery on the charge of
cursing a man named Frogge.
Patrol Wagon About Done.
Blacksmith Edward Mbrgan, of
South Third street has about cons-
pleted work of repairing and repaint-
ing the patrol wagon which is nearly
ready for use again by the officers
who wi.'. take charge of it in a few
days. It has been in the shop for a
month now.
Bad Dollars.
Detectives Moore and Bakee are
trying to unese'.1) the gang that is
e^...uterfeit silver dollars in
this city, seven of the bad ones hav-
ing turned up at different stores.
They are poor samples of coin.
RAILROAD RATES
Contest for Fixing Becoming
More Sharply Drawn.
Coal Thief.
,NEr R. Matthews, of Jones street
near Tenth, yesterday reported a coal
thief visited his home the night be-
fore, and was shot at several times by
his son, but got away.
NOW IN JAIL AT SAVANNAH.
THE ADVOCATES PRO
- --AND CON INCREASING.
Eastern Republicans, If Massachu-
setts is a Criterion, Disfavor the
Proposed Act.
THE PARTY IS NEAR
DECIDED SPLIT
•
Washington, D. C, Oct. to.—The
lines are being drawn more sharply
for the approaching contest over the
fixing of railroad rates by govern-
ment authority. On top of Senator
Foraker's speech against government
rate-making and ex-Secretary of
State Olney's statement as a. repre-
sentative of the conservative branch
of the democracy in similar vein came
Wm. J. Bryan's letter to the presi-
dent assuring the latter of the Ne-
braskan's support in any attempt to
force a ratesrnaking bill through con-
gress, and the etatement of Repre-
sentative Townsind„ presnaulbly by
authority, thet the president is de-
termined to force the enactment of
a measure similar to the Esch-Town-
send bill if he can do it.
The latest development is the fail-
ure of the Massachusetts republicans
in their convention last Friday to sup-
port the president in his reported at-
titude.
Like Ohio.
Like the Ohio republicans, those of
Massachusetts are said to be in favor
of the suppression of rebates and dis-
criminations by the various enforce-•
merit of existing law. but they are
against giving the illpwer to fix trans-
portation rates to the interstate com-
merce commission. Not only did the
convention refuse to insert a rate-
making plank in their platform, hat
they also declared for tariff revision
as well as the standpatters seems aux
ious to sidetrack. On this phase of
the legislative program the conven-
tion of Massachusetts republicans, a
body which is undoubtedly represent-
ative of prevailing Eastern sentiment,
contented itself with saying:
"We endorse most heartily the pres
ident's fearless enforcement of laws
enaded to prevent corporations from
oppressing the people by unjust dis-
crimination or by the destruction of
lawful competition. In such action
he should receive the earnest support
of our citizens. The rights cif every
citizen must be safeguarded, and we
favor such additional legislation as
may be necessary to prevent all un-
just discrimination in the form of
railway rebates under any device
whatever."
Savannah. Ga., Oct. TO —John F.
Gaynor and B. D. Greene, the men
who fought extradition to the United
States from Canada for so many years,
arrived here at 6 o'clock yesterday
morning. Their wives, viho had pre-
ceded them to Savannah, met them
at the depot. The prisoners were at
n c e taken to jail by United States
Marshal White, who had gone to
Mlontreal for them. accompanied by
Deputy Doyle The prisoners scented
in good spirits
It is annotteced 'front Warsaw, Rio-
'sia, that peace has again been seem-
ed there by the officials after three
days of eetiois troubles.
•••••11Mmr
Views Summarised.
That convention thus summarized
its views of the necessity for legisla-
tion on the railroad rate question:
"We believe strictly in the principle
of equality before the law is applied
to the transportation business, and
therefore demand immediate relief
through amendatory legislation from
the payment of rebates to favored
shippers and unlawful and wrongful
discrimination between communities
and individuals both in the state and
in the nation. We request and de-
mand of our representatives in con-
gress active and harmonious co-opera
tion with President Roosevelt along
these lines, to the end that corporate
rapacity, extortion and abuses may
be subdued and abolished and the soy
ereignty of the people over corpora-
tions fully, promptly and permanent-
ly established."
"BLUE WINGS."
••••••=•••••••••
This Character of Fowl Now Around
Here in Large Flocks.
Steamboatmen coming in report
that the rivers of this section are
alive with flocks of "blue wing'
(tucks that are being striven this way
in their migration to Southern points.
This character of web-footed fowl
is generally due in this section about
the last of September while going
around, but this season are severs?
weeks late. They are now thick on
the sierrounding stream, and this
means the hunters will shortly com-
mence their annual sport of duck hunts
in g.
Announcement has been made that
$1,000,000 of bonds for the constrflr
tion of a trolley line from Shelly)
to Eminence, New Castle, Carrolli it
and Milton, Ky have been itsued arid
cestatniction will begin at once, it is
said, 4-
••••••
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TELEPHONE SALE Siiiii4-1IFF CAR
THE FINAL ORDERS WERE
FILED AT LOUISVILLE
YESTERDAY.
,Turned in the $300.000 Bonds; All
but $x2,500, and Money for
These Will Be Held.
There is now dosed the sale of the
People's Independent Telephone corn-
pany to the Paducah Home Telephone
company, as Lawyer E. W. Bagby
has drawn up the final ceders and
forwarded them to Judge Walter Ev-
ans, of the United States court at
Louisville, where they were entered
up and made of record yesterday.
The plant here was sold through
the courts so as to legalize the bonds
which the okl Independent company
had floated in raising money. Mr.
Bagby was made the special com-
missioner by Judge Evans to conduct
the sale, and the old bondholders
.bought.the plant in for $8o,00o. They
then in paying for the plant turned
into the court $287,500 worth of old
bonds, which found a market value of
$252.59. These old bondholders were
credit at the sale by the market value
of their holdings, which leaves only
about $2,000 in cash in addition to
be paid over in closing up the deal.
The old company had $300,000
worth of outstanding bonds and all
were turned in at the sale with the
exception of $12,500, and these can-
not be found just yet. The law pro-
vides Lawyer Bagby will have to ad-
vertise for one year for these bonds,
calling them in so they can be re-
deemed. At the expiration of the
twelve months if they do not show up
there is deposited with the federal
court at Louisville the market value
of $252.59 these bonds bring on each
$0000, and the court holds this money
forever waiting for the bonds to show
u Generally in case of lost bonds
f this character they show in a mat-
ter of time, because the holder will be
wanting his interest and when the con
pons are forwarded he will then learn
the bonds have been called in, and
act accordingly.
THE STREET WORK
EX PARTE SUIT TO TEST THE
BITULITHIC CONTRACT
FILED.
Work of Placing Storm Sewerage on
Parts of Jefferson Strett is
Going Ahead.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,
yesterday filed in the circuit court the
ex parte suit for purpose of testing
the validity of the ordinance and
board of works orders authorizing the
re-construction of Kentucky avenue
from First to Ninth and Jefferson
street from First to Ninth.
In his petition the solicitor ordy
included a copy of the ordinance
which was adopted by the municipal
legislative boards authorizing the
improvement of these thoroughfares
and also the orders of the board of
works asking for these ordinances.
Nothing else was included in the suit,
not a copy of the contract entered
into with the bitulithic people who
got the job of re-constructing the
streets. In not including the copies
of the contracts the solicitor takes
the view that the ordinance is the
father of the whole thing, therefore
if it is void everything else in con-
nection with the contracts is invalid.
The solicitor simply asks the court
to pass cm,these ordinances and or-
ders, and state whether they are legal
or not.
Work Goes On.
The work on Jefferson street con-
tinues. as regards putting down the
underground storm water sewerage
mains, as the laborers have got them
put down up to Third street on one
side, and are rapidly carrying the
piping towards Fifth where it ends,
as regards Contractor Bridges work
It has to be carried on from Fifth
to Ninth by the bitulithic people. The
sewers have been completed on Ken-
tucky avenue out as far as Fourth
street on both sides, and Contractor
Bridges is waiting to see how the
court construes the ordinances and'
things before proceeding with the
brick work, he having the job of
paving the avenue from First to
Fourth.
President Ingram, of the bitulithic
people, is expected here today from
Naelivilie, to meet with the board of
public works when the latter this af-
ternoon holds its regular weekly sea-
s sion at the City hall. He has been
instructed by the legislative authori-
ties to proceed with the work, but as
the solicitor Orngs rip the invalid
question, it seems 'he is waiting to
see where he stands before taking
any step. lie has- been written to in
order to see what he will Ho, and his
visit here today is expected to bring
about some definite understanding as
to what is to be done in the prem-
ises.
Report of the census bureau shows
that 61 per cent of last year's Amen -
tan sotto, crop was exported.
WES PRICE, COLORED, BADLY
INJURED YESTERDAY AF-
TERNOON.
Colored Woman First Thought it was
Her Son, Then Her Nephew, and
/ Finally Desided not Hers.
A negro named Wes Price was bad-
ly injured yesterday afternoon shortly
after 2 o'clock by falling from street
car No. 95 at Sixth and Elizabeth
streets and landing on his head. He
is thought to be suffering from con-
cussion of the brain and skull, and is
now lying abed at the home of a
negro womaa on South Tenth street
near the Chamblin & Murray brick-
yard.
The car was in charge of Motorman
Jeff Hollowell and Conductor Yates,
and was going towards Broad street
at the time. The negro lives at
Birmingham, Ky., but was en route
to the cooperage ,works in Mechan-
icsburg. He seemed to have his head
full of "coke" or something else, as
he would get up from his seat to get
off the car several times, but the con-
ductor made him stay on. Finally
while the conductor had his back
turned, lowering some of the canvass
curtains on the car side, the darky
got up, and stepped off the car while
it was running at a high rate of
speed. He landed on his bead and
was painfully hurt.
A negro woman happened by and
stating it was her son, he was taken
in a carriage to her home on South
Tenth by Dr. Frank Boyd, the car
company's surgeon. Quite laughable
to state after they got him at that
'house, the woman's son came walking
in the front door and proved the in-
jured man not to be himself. The wo-
man became excited and then declar-
ed the boy hurt was her nephew
from Pittsburg. Finally her son con-
vinced her the other was a strange
man, and then the women threw a fit
and claiming to have realized her
mistake, wanted the injured man taken
away. Dr. Boyd refused to permit
this, because it was account her fan-
atical, actions that got the boy over to
her house„and then he is in too bad
a condition to be moved. He was
resting well last night late.
NEW OWNERS
MR. WADSWORTH COMES TO-
MORROW TO JOIN FOUR
OTHERS HERE.
Reported That the Street Car Line
Will Be F-atended Out Through
Several Suburbs.
By tomorrow there will be here
all the parties connected with the
big street railway, gas and steam
heating plant deals, and the details
for the formal transfer will be com-
pleted and gotten into shape for clos-
ing the trade, as the option on the
plants expires next Saturday night
at 12 o'clock.
Messrs Robinson, Adams, Parsons
and Bleecker are here now, while Mr.
Wadsworth will come tomorrow, or
this evening. They are the represen-
tatives of the Stone and Webster firm
who have negotiated the deal here,
and they will be busy until the last
of this week getting things in shape
to pass over the big sum of money
given for the systems, and take com-
plete managementship of them.
It is reported that many improve-
ments are to be made when the new
owners come into controk, but they
have given out nothing whatever in
this connection, as they are not in a
position to state until they are the
actual owners of the plants.
One rumor is that the car line will
he extended from its present ter-
minus at Wallace Park, on colt
through Arcadia to Lone Oak, which
is three miles beyond Arcadia. It is
also said they will lengthen the line
out through Mechanicsburg to Tyler,
which ie one mile beyond Mechanics-
burg.
The new owners coming into charge
shortly contemplate putting the sys-
tems on an up-to-date plane and in
first cies, condition, but will state
nothing definite in this connection
until they are actually in control.
When next Saturday arrives it will
then tie learned what is paid for the
three plants. When the option was
first taken it was stated the deal was
something like a million dollar tram-
action.
SUPREMOS COLIIIIT TERM OPENS
Usual Custom of Cal/big on President
in a Deily is Observed.
Wkishington, C, Oct to.-s-.The
supreme court of tHe Linked Seates
convened today far the term of too
and toed, with all the members roe-
scot No business was rrameacte4 be-
yond the shalclag el an announcement
by Chief Justice Palle. that the court
would adjourn until today to comply
with ,their long4statdielied Cnattlin of
calling in a body upen the president.
The chief justice also said that all
iintiorm noted for tPdelr would be re-
ceived tomorrow.
TEN MORE BOXES
WILL BE PUT RIGHT AWAY
AT HORSE SHOW
GROUNDS.
Free Box For Young Lady and
Friends Be Given by "The Girl
and Bandit" Troupe.
There is proving such a demand
for boxes at the Horse Show that to-
day arrangements will be made for
construction of ten additional ones,
which will be put tip right away.
There have been twelve built already,
but these were so rapidly subscribed
for, and there arose such a demand
for more, that these ten extra ones
will be put up. They will be auctioned
off within the next few days, if al' are
not taken by private subscription.
At their last meeting the board of
directors for the show adopted a reso-
lution stipulating that during the en-
tertainment no liquids or other re-
freshments shall be sold in the
grandstand, because it will endanger
ruination to the dresses of ladies, as
the refreshment boys generally go
through in a rush and spill lenaunade,
phosphate or other mixtures over the
garments of spectators, and thereby
ruin them. No peanuts or anything
at all in the refrestunent line will be
permitted, and this informatiotris re-
ceived with great pleasure by every-
body.
The directors are preparing to rope
off that end of the grandstand which
sits Closest to the street car tracks,
and cover the seats with domestic.
These will then be the "reserved
seats" afid 25 cents extra will be
charged to occupy one of them during
the show.
The theatrical people are coining
forward in helping make the show a
success, as "The Girl and Bandit" corn
pany, which plays at Kentucky one
week from tonight, has agreed to give
a box for six people, to the lady en-
tering the largest number of events
during the horse show. This lady will
be permitted to take herself and five
friends to the theatre free of charge,
and occupy the box by themselves.
The show that night will not start un-
til 9 o'clock, in order to give every-
body attending the horse show time to
leave the baseball grounds and come
to the playhouse.
THE EXCAVATIONS
ONE MADE ON FOURTH AND
ANOTHER ON KENTUCKY
AVENUE.
It Will Be Sometime Next Week Be-
fore Telephone People Finish
Their Work.
The telephone company continues
excavating around Fourth and Ken-
tucky avenue in order to get down
underground its conduits through
which the cables will be run. Yester-
day the men were digging up South
Fourth from a point too feet south of
the avenue, and leading up to the
center where Fourth crosses the av-
enue out between Fourth and Fifth
streets also, having their excavation
as far out beyond Fourth as the alley
behind the livery stable on that cor-
ner.
All the excavations have been filled
back with dirt up to Fourth on the
avenue, while at the corner there is
being built by the mechanics, the big
brick reservoir into which runs the
different sub-conduits so as to cen-
tralize all the wires which are then
carried on underground through the
big single conduit, leading into the
exchange building.
It will take until sometime next
week to get the work done. It is not
being interfered with by the suit filed
in the circuit court by the city au-
thorities to "oust" the telephone com-
pany from this city on the ground
that they have no franchise under
which to transact business.
GATES HAS REFORMED.
New York. Oct. to—John W.
Gates, the multi-millionaire, is now a
citizen of this city and state. sags the
World. Up to 8 o'clock last night he
was legally a stranger within the
gates, with his home and his vote a
thousand miles away in Illinois.
Observant diners at the Waldorf-
Awtoeia noticed at dinner that Mr.
Gates, vrhe has been a guest of the
hotel for six years, toyed with his
delicate food and mused between
m*,thfujc.
Tes truth, Mr. Gates was then de-
cno the vital question of a change
of eineenship. The mental conflict
coda pith the last sip of coffee. New
b'ssSad won.
illifibe up to the information deck,
lAir (hies a.eked to be directed to the
mofetearioa place for Waldorf-Astoria
voklbja.
"bet you going to tune a real Nese
tnukar. Mr. Gates?" the clerk asked.
4tIlget what," answered the finan-
cier, sad ins loaded in a bee line for
the registration plate. There he gave
his name. avowed his nrw citizenship
*lid enrolled himself as a voter in the
co nig asunacipal el ion.
ter I feel better" said the ro-
tor/sod Chicagoan.
PLEA FOR LIFE
HON. HAL CORBETT GOES TO
MAKE FINAL PLEA FOR
EZELL.
Until He Returns the Proceedings
Agains City Jailer Evittis Will
Lie Dormant.
Hon. Hal Corbett will next Sunday
leave for Uniontown, Pa., to prepare
to appear before the board of pardons
for the state of Pennsylvania and
make a plea for the life of James Ez-
ell, the young telegraph operator sen-
tenced to death for murdering a rail-
road yardmaster connected with the
same road Ezell was attached to. On
account of the absence of Mr. Cor-
bett who will be gone about a week,
there will not be taken up until the
last of this month the impeachment
charges against City Jailer Thomas
Evitts, Lawyer Corbett being the le-
gal advisor of Patrolman. Samuel
Beadles, who is instituting the pro-
ceeding against Mr. Evitts.
Young Ezell and the yardmaster
he killed, were working for the same
road at Uniontown, when the tele-
graph operator was accused by the
Yardmaster of being drunk.. On ac-
count of this alleged intoxication the
yardmaster would not let Ezell work
at his telegraph instrument that night
and this brought on a quarrel when
the yardmaster reported to the divis-
ion superintendent the condition of
Ezell, who pulled out a razor and cut
the other's throat.
On trial Ezell was convicted of
murder in the first degree,. and his
case taken to the supreme court
which affirmed the lower tribunal's
judgment. Mr. Corbett is making a
valiant fight for life of the young
man and will try to get the board of
pardons to commute the punishment
to life imprisonment of Ezell.
Just as quick as Lawyer Corbett
returns the date for the board of al-
dermen of this city to try the Evitts
pioceeding will be decided on.
County Clerk George Landrum, of
Smitbland, is in the city on business.
ONE HELD OVER
IN THE MALICIOUS CUTTING
CHARGE AGAINST THE
PITMANS
Fines of $3 Were Asonosed Against
Butcher Rogers and Baker Hum-
phrey Yesterday.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Judge Sander. continued until to-
morrow the warrant charging English
Pitman with maliciously cutting an-
other. Mary Pitman was held to the
grand jury on the same charge.
Daisy Lowe was given a continu-
ance of the case charging her with
fighting with another, while Lloyd
Lowe was fined $10 and costs.
Will House and Emma Martin were
fined $5 each for engaging in a fight.
Butcher I. N. Rogers, of the Ideal
Market, and Baker W. J. Humphrey,
of the Vienna Bakery, were both fined
$3 for the gun plays and scrap they
had last Saturday at ,noon in front of
their places of business on Broadway
between Fifth and Sixth streets.
George Dozier was fined $ao for a
breach of the peace.
There was dismissed the breach of
ordinance charge accusing James
Coleman, the colored scavenger, with
dumping garbage and refuse on top
of the river bank near where the city
dump floats in the river.
Lonnie Munray was fined $5 for a
breach of the peace.
Matt McKinney was fined $5 for
being disorderly.
WITH A "BUZZ SAW"
Senator Platt Is "Monkeying," Says
North Carolina Senator.
New York, Oct. to.—"In the last
se*ion of congress Senator Platt, of
New York, introduced a bill tarovicting
for a reduction in the congressional
representation from those states
which disfranchised all, or a part, of
the negro vote. I presume that in
the session of congress about to be-
gin, Mr. 'Platt win introduce that
measure. I want to serve notice on
him and those heft in New York
city who are responsibk for It, that
if its pasrage is seriously attempted.
blr. Platt will discover a buzz saw
revolving at a rate that will appal
This was said to a Times reporter
yesterday by Senator Simmons, of
North Cardtnee who is its New York.
Mr. Simmons, with Senator Gorman.
of Maryland, will lead the fight
against Southern reduction when it
begins in the 'teat.. if Mr. Platt again
offers his bill. 'Mr. Platt is aiming
principally at North Carolina, Missir•
sippi and Alabama when he seeks to
have bit resolution passed," said Sen-
ator SinarT101111, "bait, in fact, he is hit-
ting the whole South. The Platt res-
olution cannot pass, and the republi-
can club and its associates, who are
agitating the question, ought to keow
It"
If you contemplate remodeling
your present home now or in the
near future, you should study the
subject of Plumbing.
A little knowledge on the subject will
be beneficial to you in the selection of the
best material and futures and in their proper
location throughout the home.
If you will call and consult us, we will
give you attractive literature on modern sani-
tation and will show you the samples of
Viagdapir Ware we have in our showrooms.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert 'workman? If you do take
it to
john J. BIM), jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Hy.
J ECOULSON,.
PLUMBING...
Stearn and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST COI
Of Padue"h, Kentucktf,
Capital and Surplus; $158,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRI&
N. W. VAN CTJLIN OASHIZR.
Transacts an rapider basking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per sent per annum on time cercate of deposits... Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $zo per year as to .1st. You carry your *era
bey and no one but yourself las access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Ihm
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purp000k as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS WHITENESS; does not be-
corns dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
5.
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 'fog TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a nevr
management, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accoaunodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. etc CO.,
Dawson,Springs, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
alasorPoratet,
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil ek CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Moller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residense Phone 736
Subscribe for The Register
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SKATING  RINK
THE CONCRETE SIDEWALKS
CONVERTED INTO ONE ON
CLARK STREET.
People Will Ask Otdinances Be
Adopted to Prevent Pavements
Being So Used.
The people residing on Clark street
between Ninth and Tenth were the
proudest inhabitants of the city when
they first got their fine concrete
sidewalks, which were the first laid
out in the residence portion of the
city, and are very beautiful, being a
fine piece of work by Contractor Har-
ry Baldwin, the Evansville concrete
man. Now the residents of that sec-
tion are about the saddest people of
the community on account of these
sidewalks because, although the pave-
ments are fine, very useful and great
adornments, still there is a very great
is( drawback to their existence. This is
the veritable skiting rink and riding
court the pavements have been con-
verted into by the young people from
.all over that section of the city..
The walks are as smooth as glass
and fine for skating and riding pur-
poses, and all the young people for
blocks around have bought them-
selves each a pair of roller skates, and
from morning until night large crowds
can be seen sleimming down one side
-of the ,treet on their skates and re-
turning on the opposite side, while
the metal wheels of the little play
iron wagons can be beard for blocks
, grinding along over the concrete.
'The bicyclists come in for their share
also of the fun, and race up and
down the walks, until this, with the
other sports, makes like miserable for
the people of that block. The rattle
ot the roller skates, and also to pre-
vent accumulation of these crowds
to the extent that life is made nearly
unbearable by the people living along
side the streets improved with these
concrete walks.
The good people of that section
dislike to interfere with the pleasure
of the little ones, but there is a limit
to everything.
4P1
•
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DELINQUENT LIST
SHERIFF'S FORCE STARTS ON
THIS WORK THIS
MORNING.
Deputy Lydon Returned From Frank
fort and Deputy Potter From
Lexington Yesterday.
Today Sheriff Lee Potter will start
liii &asides to work getting up the
list of delliaquent taxpayers, who are
those who have not paid their state
and comity taxes to him. There is a
very large number on this list, and
just as soon as the office force gets
same completed they wiil be adver-
tised and the property of the people
sold so the taxes can be taken out of
the price disposed for. It wiN take
until the first of next month at least
for the entire list So be gotten up,
and the sheriff will not charge a pen-
alty to those taxpayers who pay the
amounts due from them between now
and the time the list is completed.
If anyone's property is advettlbell
they have to pay the penal rt,"hifill-
tional cost of advertising and age,
and other sums.
Deputy Sheriff Will Lydon and
Deputy Sheriff Irve Potter returned
lest night from Frankfort and Lex-
ington, the former taking to the main
prison at the state capitol Mrs. Mary
Brockwell, white, and Leander Don-
ald, colored, women who got senten-
ces for crimes. Deputy Potter took
to the Lexington reform school the
boy John Henry Duffy, colored, who
is confined there because be stole
• from the New Richmond Hotel where
he was employed.
Mr. Lydon and Deputy Lyon will
commence working on the delinquent
list this morning, the sheriff just wait-
ing for return of the former from
Frankfort before undertaking this.
•
111
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DEATH SENTENCE IS USELESS.
•
Chicago Man's Ossified Neck May
Sive His Life.
Chicago, Oct. to.—Because of a pe-
culiar freak of nature Robert Gardner.
a prisoner in the county jail here,
charged with the murder of Agnes
Morrison, may escape the death pen-
alty. When he was arraigned in court
yesterday his attorney. Williom Buck
tier, startled the court by turning to
Assistant State's Attorney Barbouh
saying:
"This is a case where it won't do
you any good to ask for the death
penalty. They can't break this man's
neck if they do try to hang him, and
you may lose him altogether by hang-
ing him and failing to execute the
sentence in full."
It appears that the prisoner is suf-
fering from ossification of the verte-
brae and tissues of the neck. Accord-
ing to Prof. Stoffemion, of Rush Med-
ical college, only five cases similar
have ever conic to the notice of the
medical ptoftssirm. Gardner. who was
formerly a cashier, carries his head
tilted forward and slightly twisted to
one side.
THEATRICAL NEWS
At The Kentucky Tonight.
"Uncle•llan'1" (or "The Messenger
from Jarvis Section.").
The treatre-going public of la‘te has
been clamoring for plays of real dra-
matic merit. There seems to have
been a surfeit of the "blood and
thunder" type, and the "modern clas-
sic" of the present day apparently
has had its run. Playwrights either
do not appreciate the wants of the
public, or feel that their efforts to pro
duce plays on snore substantial or
sensible lines are not appreciated by
the public. The consequence is that
managers (that is producers of plays
who invest their money to cater to
the theatre-goers' wants) have had to
cast about for a better inducement
for their money invested, and as
these gentlemen are in touch with
the public pulse, as it were, they have
come to realize that the sane, sensi-
ble play, with clean, wholesome sur-
roundings, is about to have its in-
nings once more, but as the play-
wright of today does not deem the
public worthy of his efforts (that is
the writer of the better order of
plays) the producing managers are
.thrown on their own resources, and
the revival of the play that the pub-
lic are now clamoring for is the re-
sult; hence the number of these re-
vivals, which are greeted joyously as
a sure escape from the clap-trap mel-
odramatic hash from which the pub-
lic has so long suffered.
In presenting "Uncle Dan'I" (or
"The Messenger from Jarvis Sec-
tion") the management feel that they
have supplied a long felt want, for it
is one of the best and cleanest plays
of its kind. It is a rural comedy
drama in four acts, quick of action,
strong in dramatic intensity, plenty
of comedy, with a mingling of pathos
which gives it that heart interest
which is so essential to the success-
ful play of today. Many pleasing
specialties are introduced and several
delightful numbers are presented by
a splendid quartette. From a dra-
matic standpoint, it will be hard to
surpass this organization. It includes
such people as Fred Wykoff (who
will be seen in the title role of Un-
cle Datil) Theodore T. Rook, Law-
rence Atkinson, Louis Miller, Joseph
King, Jere Sanford, Harry Hearn.
Carrie Lamont, Elaine McGregor, Ce-
celia Griffith and many others of less-
er note, while from a scenic stand-
point, it will be complete, each of the
four acts and six scenes being carried
intact; in fact it is a complete produc
non to the smallest detail, The
scenic artists have had carte blanche,
and as a result the many scenes are
well portrayed, notable of which is
the "Old Homestead," the Boston &
Maine railroad station in Boston.
Keppler's saloon near the Boston
docks, Lovers' Lase, Mrs. Baglone's
lodging home, etc.
In asnouneing this intaiSattion,
which will be given its fint perform-
ance tonight at The Kefttatky, the
management feels that the public
will recognize their efforts to give
them something out of the ordinary,
a clean, wholesome play, hatidehtue-
Ty mounted and well acted, for a play
out of the ordinary nowadays is al-
most a curiosity and should be appre-
ciated at its real value.
••••••••••••••
"A Trans
-Atlantic Vletige.
Those who are unfamiliar with.lhe
sweep of the fathomless deep Ithe
she of the modern ocean greyh s,
the scenes on shore and abr at-
tending their departure and arrival,
will get vivid, indelible impressions
dl it all at Lyman H. Howe's new
Lifeorama at The Kentucky Saturday
matinee and night.
Here for the first time is shown
completely every detail of the life and
moneuvers aboard ship—coaling, fire
drill, life boat drill, deck games, etc.,
the storrn-tossed vessel battling with
mountainous waves, and the rich col-
ored and restful sunset after the gale,
succeeded by an even more enchant-
ing view of the deep blue sea fit up
from above by the pale moon. Inter-
esting and charming indeed are these
scenes of sea and sky in varied moods
Of equal interest, though different
in kind, are the inspiring scenes on
the docks showing hundreds of
friends waving last farewells, and on
arrival abroad as many again waving
a welcome to foreign shores. This
series is but one of many of equal
surpassing beauty and interest in Mr.
Howe's new program.
FITTED UP AT MUCH COST
A*•••••••..me
Officers of Fenner Insurance Officers
to Be Abandoned,
New York, Oct. ro.—Negotiations
are in progress, according to today's
'Herald, between Paid Morton, presi-
dent of the Equitable Life, and a
construction company which probably
will result in the abandonment of the
suite of offices on the third floor of
the Flat Iron building which were
fitted up for James Wl Alexander.
James 'H. Hyde and Gage E. Tarbell
at a cost of $roo,000.
Mr. Morton is of the opinion that
the society has no use foe such elals-
Orate quarters, and will sub-let the
office and derive an income from that
source which will be turned into the
company's treasury.
.Mlajdr General Weston is slated to
succeed General Randall in command
of the department if Missouri.
NEW, CULVERT
THE DRAWINGS AND PLANS
ARE FINISHED BY CITY •
ENGINEER.
They Will Be Submitted to the Board
of Works Today, When Bids
Will Be Called For.
Everything is ready for the con-
tract to be let for the new concrete
culvert to be constructed where now
stands the wooden bridge spanning
the creek crossing Caldwell street a
few hundred feet this side of the Un-
ion depot. City Engineer Washing-
ton and his assistants yesterday fin-
ished the drawings, plans and specifi-
cations for the culvert and will sub-
mit this compilation to the board of
works this afternoon when that body
meets in its weekly session. The
board will adopt the plans and order
advertisements for bids from contrac-
tors, the proposals to be opened some-
time the last of next week, probably.
The culvert will cost several thous-
and dollars but the entire expense
will not be borne by the city, a.- the
Illinois central railroad flag agreed to
furnish the rock for same, while the
cement needed wiH be supplied by the
street railway company. This will re-
lieve the municipality of about $1,000
expense, as that is the probable cost
of the material to be furnished by
these companies who agreed to this
ina,smuch as Caldwell street was orig-
inally built out that way for their
benefit more than any other.
Just as soon as the bids are op-
ened the work will start and City En-
gineer Washington expects to com-
plete the culvert by sometime along
the latter part of November.
GREAT MISSIONARY MEETING
Freeport. Ill., Oct. to.—Plans for a
great missionary convention to be
held in Chicago next fall to arouse
world-wide interest in the evangeliza-
tion of American and all other lands
were outlined by Dr. A B. Leonard,
of thre Methodist Episcopal church, in
an address before the Rock River con-
ference here yesterday.
IN LIVINGSTON
LAWYER WATTS RETURNED
THERE YESTERDAY FROM
VISIT HERE.
County Convention Be Held Here
'Mi. Afternoon to Select Demo-
cratic Nominee For Coroner.
••••••••••••,,,Imm,m
Lawyer Charles Watts, of Smith-
land, yesterday returned to Livingston
county after spending several days
here on business. He goes back to
resume his campaign for the nomina-
tion for county attorney at the pri-
mary which comes off one week from
next Saturday.
The candidates are all devoting
three days and nights to speechmaking
now each week. This week they will
be out on the stmeip Thursday Fri-
day and Saturday at different points
in the county, while next week they
will be out Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday. That will close the bom-
bardment, and the canvass will be a
persona) one from that time until date
of election, the ensuing Saturday.
Coroner's CORMItItiOn Here.
This afternoon at 2 o'clock there
wilt be held at the county courthouse
here the convention to nominate the
democratic candidate for coroner of
MleCracken county. The delegates
from each precinct will all be there
and prospects are that Mr. Frank Eak-
er will be nominated, as he has re-
ceived the fruit:reit), from the respec-
tive voting precincts over the county.
The balance of the candidates are
Harry Alden, Charles Crow, Jack
Shreeham, Coon Johnson, Theo Lut-
trell and T. Hurt, alt of whom
received instructions from different
precincts.
Wtioever is the 'nominee will be
elected at the November election and
the first of next year take his seat
for four years, a full term.
DEAD BODY IN A TRUNK.
Havana Store's Manager Murdered
by a Thief.
Havana, Oct. to.--Tine body of Ra-
mon Carmema, manager of a trunk
store, was found yesterday afternoon
inside a locked trunk, which had been
concealed in a remote corner of the
store, underneath a stairway. The po-
lice ate searching for a youth known
as Jose, who had been employed in
she store for a month and slept there,
and who has disappeared. Carmona
had opened the safe, presumably un-
der compulsion, and $2,000 had been
taken from it.
Carmoria entered the store at the
mat hour this morning, but later the
police were notified that the store had
not been opened for business. Sever-
al hours; later the police found the
body, whit-'h was then warm.
Beyond a wounded finger, there
were no marks on the body extept
where the throat had been clutched.
Subscribe for THE REGISTER.
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Corked or Ti., Poppool
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Highest Praise
THE Scientific Stations for the Brewing In-dustry of Bohemia and Bavaria, attest that
Budweiser is not only equal tb the best Bohemian
and Bavarian beers iR all their properties, but ex-
ceeds them in keeping qualities. Budweiser isbrewed and bottled only at the home plant of the
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louts, U. S. A.
Orders Promptly Filled by
B. C. Loebletn, klitr. Anheuser-Busch Branch, Paducah, Ky.
• 
Mee
MATERIAL LIENS
—
TRUSTEE R. H. NOBLE FILED
TWO YESTERDAY IN
COUNTY COURT.
Frank Sanders Qualified as Executor
of Henry Caldwell Estate in
County Court.
Yesterday in the county court R. H.
Noble, trustee for J. W. Riglesberger
and brother, filed a material lien
against Mrs. Pheobe Riglesberger for
$856.73 due for material furnished
latter. The trustee also filed a lien
against J. W. Riglesberger and wife
Miarnie Riglesberger, for $1,25897 for
lumber and such material furnished
them for building purposes.
Executor Qualified.
Frank Sanders qualified before the
judge as executor of die estate of the
late Henry Caldwell.
Guardian Qualified
H. B. Grasty quilified as guardian
for Carlisle Grasty, a minor.
Officers Allowed Money.
The officers serving at the differ-
ent voting precincts during the regis-
tration last week were allowed their
money for serving.
Property Sold.
There was lodged for record with
the clerk a deed wherein R. M. Allen
transferred to Jennie Lockwood for
$1,ato, property lying on the South
side of the Ilinkleville road three
miles from town.
BRITISH FLEET NOW
IN JAP WATERS
Being Royally Received—American
Vessel Taking Part in It
Kobe, Oct. to.—The festivities at-
tending the visit of the British-China
squadron to Japanese waters thus far
have been an unqualified success. Sat-
urday, Sunday and yesterday the
British officers and men have been
entertained in the vicinity of Kobe
and Kyoto. The brilliant weather
has added greatly to the enjoyment
of the celebration.
Kobe is gaily decorated with a pro-
fusion of Japanese and British flags.
The blue jackets and marines of the
visiting squadron were entertained
'Saturday and yesterday at NankoTem
pie, English-speaking pupils of the
Conwnercial school acting as com-
panions of the men, who also warmly
fraternized with the sailors of the
Kasagi. Many striking evidences of
friendship were given.
The British officers were entertain-
ed by the municipal authorities of
Kobe at Suwayama Saturday after-
noon. The mayor gave them wel-
come in a cordial speech. Vice Ad-
miral Sir Gerard Nod, commanding
the British squadron, responded, pro-
posing a toast to the Japanese em-
peror. Capt. Clover, of the Ameri-
can battleship Wisconsin. who was
present, expressed pleasure in joining
in the welcome. In the evening the
guests were entertained at dinner by
the governor of the perfecture at the
official palace. This was followed by
a reception and dance to which a
thousand invitations had been issued.
Yesterday afternoon the admiral
and his officers were entertained at a
garden party at Nunobiki, famous for
its waterfalls. Later the visitors went
to Kyoto, where great preparations
had been made for their reception.
The visit of the British squardon,
bringing proof of the friendship qf
Japan's powerful ally, hav appreciably
diminished the depression among the
Japanese due to the unsatisfactory
peace terms made with Russia.
Great percentage of casualties in
death list of Brotherhood of tocome-
tive Engineers .causes much concern
Germany fO esee, meat famine.
Prices are so Igh as to exclude it
from tables of srking classes. ..ct
Cloaks and Suits
OUR LARGE AND WELL LIGHTED CLOAK ROOM IS TRULYCROWDED TO OVERFLOWING WITH EVERY DESIRABLESTYLE OF THIS SEASON'S CLOAKS AND SUITS. NEVER BE-FORE HAVE WE SHOWN SUCH A LAXGE ASSORTMENT OFSTYLES AND PRICES. A PERSONAL VISIT WILL CONVINCEYOU WHAT DESIRABLE VALUES WE ARE SHOWING.
THE NEW FALL SUITS
Are marvels of style and elegance.
We are now showing all the most ap-
proved new models and materials
Viewing them alone is worth the ef-
fort in corning.
Ladies' Cheviot Suits, strictly tailor-
made, 27-inch Met, with plaited skirt,
a spec,a1 value at 
 $12.50
A special collection of the newest
creations in tailor-made Suits in all
colors and fancy mixtures and black
from 
 $16.50 to $35.
CLOAKS.
Empire Coats in large variety—
Coverts, Kersey* and Mixtures, made
with yoke effects in front and back.
Prices $10 to $25.
EVENING WRAPS.
A gorgeous collection of Wraps for
party, theater or street wear. They
represent the very cream of America's
manufacturers. It is the echo of
the empire style throughout. Just
the wrap for the Horse Show.
PRICES $25 to $45
Rain Coats.
In purchasing a Rain Coat you have practically two coats in one It
can be used for street wear and is an excellent protector in stormy and
wet weather. Our coats are handsomely tailored and cut to fit. Special
attention is called to our lines at Szo oo and $ia on
Carpets and Rugs.
This store shall be foremost in your mind when you need Carpets and
Rugs. We mean it shall be the store you will look forward to as the
best capable of filling your Carpet and Rug wants.
Ingran Carpets 25C to roc.
Brussels Carpets at 6«, rsc, 85c.
Velvet Carpets at 8sc, $r.00 and
Sr.'s.
Axminster Carpets at $1. and $1.25. 
BrusselsRugs gars at Sis.00.
AJUTLIOSter fttlig3 9.112 at $22 sci.
Axminster Rngs 36 inches wide at
$3.50.
Axminster Raw 27 h2Chei wide at
Gents' Negligee Shirts.
We continue this week the sale of Summer Shirts; soc values for 35c,
Si oo values for rsc. Many very 'choice styles are in the lot.
Millinery.
A great many new ideas in shapes and styles are shown in the smart
Street and Suit Hats by Mrs. Clark, on second floor.
B. Oollyie & Co.
Agents for Butterick Patterns.
 1
BOOKS AND MUSIC
CALL ON
D. E. WILSON
Harbour's Department Store
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST COPYMIHT NOVELS. ALL THE
BRIGHTEST SONGS AND INk," IiinENTAL "HITS."
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTULTHIRD ST. PADUCAH, KY
MAIM, [FINGER & CO.
OM.
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the scientific handling of the fever
scourge in the Crescent City has been
effective beyond controversy else the
conditiOgs cited would be to the con-
trary. When the government comes
to take full control of the handling of
the yellow scourge whenever it ap-
pears in this country it will become
less a dread than is now the case.
A Kossuth promises'yet to make
Hungary free. The first patriot lost
his battle in the use of the sword, but
the latter day Kossuth promises to
win his fight by the use of the tongue
and pen. A leader in the present
troubles in Austria-Hungary has been
this new patriot, a direct descendent
of Hungary's rryyrtered son.
If Prof..Behring, of Berlin. who
claims a "cure" for tuberculosis, is
not misleading himself and the world
as well, he has not only won for him-
self a fortune, but a reputation as a
benefactor the equal of that of any
man who ever lived. The world anx-
 
 iously awaits a confirmation of Prof.
Behring's claim.Wednesday Morning, Oct. II, roas.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The Register is authorized to an-
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a
candidate or Coroner of McCracken
county, subject to action of the demos
cratic precinct conventions to he
belt! Saturday October 7.
Care Of Heal&
In our fast-livi5solge many of the
apparently mopfrobust, who appear
to have a loAgilease °Elie, succumb to
./disrsef, and the remark is often made
t•fincerning some person who is known
to be of weakly constituton or an in-
valid, that he is livng far beoynd the
natural expectation. Commenting on
this the New York American says:
"An eminent physican, being asked
the best way to insure a long life,
once answered: 'Become afflicted with
a fatal disease in early youth.'
"The response passed for a pleasan-
try, notwithstanding its obvions ser-
iousness. But now comes the head
of a life insurance company testifying
that 'sub-standard insurance,' or the
insurng of people unable to pass the
prescribed medical tests, is 113ghly
profitable; indeed, that they had done
better with it' financially than with
the regular busnesa.' Of course, the
explanation of both the doctor's and
the insurance man's point of view is
clear enough. Men are killed by
carelessness, by over-exertion or the
wanton violation of the simplest rules
of hygiene. Warned of illness, or
physical weaknesi in youth, a man
watches himself carefully, leads a rat-
ional life, and avoiding the errors of
the person proud of his physical wel--
being becomes strong in age, while
others grow weak or pass away.
"President Roosevelt, today a model
•
of manly vigor, ascribes much of his
strength and virility to the fact that
he was forced to overcome early
weaknesses by exercise, open-air life
and, a sensible regimen.
"If the sickly can be made strong
and long-lived by sensible liv'ng,
what would be the lifetime of the race
should those natnrally robust be
equally careful of ilwir constitutions?
It is a passing speculation, but will
ever remain id the field of speculation
only, for the tendency of the strong
to abuse their strength is as old as
the days of Samson."
• 
Apparently Georgie OtOntoll
Ian. who has the nomination of Tam-
many and the record of a term, is go-
ing to have a walkover for mayor of
Greater New York. Charles E.
Bathes, who was isominated by the
iepubIkans, and Waliam Randolph
Heirel, ...Omni the municipal league
people placed on the track, both dc-
Ain, to run. This leaves the track
exclusively to McClellan, and hence
the conclusion that his is to be a
walk-over rate. The people of New
'York clearly hate to swap a tried set-
vent for an untried one and in hold-
ing this idea they are no doubt wise.
Geo. B. McClellan bas undoubtedly
made the Ceoham City a good chief
executive.
Isn't it about time for the Bowen-
Loomis oontroversy to break out
again? By the way, there has been
no official denial of the claim that
Bowen makes wherein he said that
the president expressed a wish to
give hi% an ambassadorship and when
he dallied too long and the trouble
with Loomis carte up anti reached
the public he withdrew the offer with
the intimeion that the Venezuela
scandal was the cause. The president
spoke when Loomis wanted him to
and be should talk a little now to ap-
pease the curiosity of the public.
Bowen as it stands has the inning.
- 
There are now more cases of yellow
fever in Pensacola, kls., than there are
irt New Orleans. This won1,1 dem'-
onatrate if nothing else would dsat,
The crisis in the affairs of Austria
and Hungary seems at hand. Yester-
day the king-emperor, Francis Joseph,
prorogued his parliament bringing
alisdifferences to a 'head." An out-
break appears inevitable.
Examination of Consumption.
(St Louis Republic)
If the present knowledge concern-
ing the prevention of tuberculosis
were generally applied, declares Dr.
Flicj at the Paris International Tu-
berculosis congress. it is safe to say
that tuberculosis would be stamped
out of civilized countries within twen
ty-five years; and he refers particu-
larly to the open-air treatment, prop-
er nourishment and regulated exer-
cise
Medical science has as yet develop-
ed no specific for the disease upon
which it is willing to set the seal of
unqualified approval, but it is arriv-
ing close to the solution of the terri-
ble problem in its study of the condi-
tions out of which consumption
springs and in building up )he open-
air method. That consumption is in
a considerable measure due to over-
crowding in cities, bad ventilation
and impure food is a conclusion rea-
scnably acceptable as a working basis,
and that the open-air method is a de-
pendable one has been broadly and
satisfactorily demonstrattei.
Sanitary improvements in the large
centers of population in the future
will be a decided factor. Cities will
be 'more healthful abodes. Perfect
drainage and adequate ventilation are
becoming first considerations in build
logs of every character, those in
which people live and those in which
they work, while improved sewerage
will be the rule. On the other hand,
the open-air method, systematically
fostered, will operate tremendously
to depress the ravages of the disease.
The American delegates in Paris
give ward that the meeting of the Tu-
berculosis congress in Washington
three years hence will probably an-
swer the question of curative spetItcs.
A vast preparation in the way of ex-
perimentation and tests is being
borne forward looking to that mont,
science is bending its heaviest ener-:
gigs to the quest, and something defi-
nite as a result is extremely likely to
be announced. Be that as it may.
th work and influence of the inter-
national organization will have a tre-
mendous effect tbward the systemati-
zation and development of the open-
ale method in the immediate years.
particularly in the United States. It
is believable that all of the state, will
within a short while follow the exam-
ple of New York, Pennsylvania. Mis-
souri and others of the first common-
wealths in establishing and equipping
open-air sanitariums. The first work
of the delegates in the Severarstates
should be to that end. It would be
gratifylng in 19M if every state could
report to the Tuberculosis congress
the possession and operation of an
open-air sanitarium to system of san-
itariums.
WANTS GOVERNMENT
TO PRINT DOCUMENT.
Chicago. Oct. 10—A dispatch to
the Tribune from Washington, D. C..
says: Mrs. Daniel Manning, of New
York, president of the board of lady
managers of the St Louis exposition,
has given notice that she is coming
to Washington this winter to induce
congress to print the report of the
body. This document contains 125,-
000 wards, and in print would make
a bulky document.
Representative Charles B. Landis,
of Indiana, chairman of the house
committee on printing, has been. ad-
vised of Mrs. Manning's intention.
He is opposed to the goverment hear
log the cost of printirty and distribu-
tion the report of the lady man-
agers. Mrs. Potter Palmer, of Chi-
cago, came here in the winter of loon
with the avowed intention of having
a bill passed authorizing the printing
of the report of the lady managers of
the Chicago World's fair. She re-
mained in Waehington two weeks,
but was unsuccessful in her mission.
A crowd of 2,000 people gathered
at the union- station in Omaha to see
Pat Crowe when the arrived from
tutte, Mont., in eharge of officers.
rite- •
ODD FELLOWS CAVE $40,000
OVER EIGHT HUNDRED, WITH AMOUNT OF MUTUAL'S CON-
FAMILIES, IN SHELBY- TRIBUTION TO REPUBLI-
VILLE. CAN CAMPAIGN.
Membership Being Royally Entertain-
ed by the People of Sherby'il
Capital—Growth of Order. f
Shelbyville, Ky., Oct. ro.—The
grand lodge of Kentucky, Independ-
ent Order of Odd Fellows, convened
in the Crescent theater, at Seventh
and Main streets, in the city, at 9
o'clock this morning. The attend-
ance is one of the largest in the his-
tory of the order, about Coo accrelited
representatives frtair sugRdinate
lodges being present. In addition to
the regular representatives, many
visiting Odd Fellows are here. Some
of the delegates were accompanied by
their wives, and it is admitted that
800 people are litre.
Remarkable Growth.
It is understood that the reports
will show that the present members
ship of the order in Kentucky is 21,-
000, while in the United ,States the
membership is a million and a hall
The growth in Kentucky has been
remarkable; in 1896 there were 8,422
members; in loos there were MAL
and this has been increased during the
past year to 21,000.
One of the interesting features of
this meeting is the attendance of Mr.
L. H. Gruber, of this city, who has
been a member of Howard Lo3ge
(the local lodge), since March 6, 1848,
almost fifty-eight years. He wears a
gold badge presented by his lodge on
the Eftieth anniversary of his in;tia-
tion. Both Mr. Gruber and lb. Geo.
W. Morris have been Odd Fellows
for more than fifty years and are re-
garded with great affection by all the
representatives.
Election of Officers.
The election of officers will take
place tomorrow morning at ro o'clock,
that hour being fixed by law, and all
other business must give way to it.
Nominations are made a year in ad-
vance, and the following were nomi-
nated without opposition:
For grand master, the present dep-
uty grand Master, A. WI Clements, of
Morgartfield; for deputy grand master,
the present grand warden, W. C. G.
Hobbs, of Lexington; for grand secre-
tary, the present ineasusben‘7 R. G.
Gilbert, of Lexington; for grand trias-
urer, Geo. W. Morris, of Louisville,
who has been treasurer for many
years for grand representative*,
Claude Buckler, of Iouisville, and C.
aP. Scott, of GlIent. •
There will be a spirited contest for
the office of deputy grand warden, the
following ten nominations having been
made last year: D. M. Bridges., Car-
rollton; L. J. WaddeW, Somerset; D.
C. Points, Williamstown; J. C. Lykins,
Campton; J. L Oaulton, Maysville;
J. A. T. Baber, Louisville; W. M'.
Todd, Middlesboro; J. W. Groves,
M't. Sterling; W. B. Bridgeford,
Frankfort, and Jo S. Murdock, Cov-
ington.
Social Gatherings.
Last night the handsome new Odd
Fellows' temple was ablaze with elec-
tric ilkitoinations, and was the scene
of a happy assemblage room on the
ground floor for social greetings, and
the discussion of business to come
before the grand lodge. The mer-
chants and the citizens have decorated
with flags and bunting, and the Odd
Fellows colors, red, white.and blue.
An interesting feature of the decora-
tions of the temple is an aged, but
vigorous, billegoat, who paces back
and fourth in his cage, which has been
attached to the windows on the sec-
ond floor. His presence is suggestive
of secret ceremonies.
Elaborate preparations have been
made for the big barbecue tomorrow
at noon on the grounds of the graded
school. It is expected that 1,500 peo-
ple will partake of the good things
prepared by Noble Grand Jacob Abra-
ham, of the local lodge, who is in
charge as chef.
GET-RICH-QUICK
MAN ON TRIAL.
Connected With Storey Cotton Com-
pany and Got Many Thousands.
Philadelphia, Oct. le.—Stanley
Francis, alias Arthur S. Foster, alias
Arthur S. Foster-Francis, etc., was
yesterday placed on trial before Judge
Horand in the United States district
court charged with having conspired
to use the mails to &frank in con-
nection with "get-rich-quick" enter-
prises.
The specific charges against Foster
are that he was the principal in the
Storey Cotton company, which is al-
leged to have defrauded a large num-
ber of persons throughout the coun-
try, and that he was also connected
with the provident investment bureau.
Indicted. with Francis are Frank C.
Marlin. alias Judge Franklin Stone,
Sophia Beck, F. Walter Storey, Wal-
ter B. Riggs, T. H. Quinlan, Patrick
Kearns and A. P. HOward, who are
alleged to have been connected with
the Storey Cotton Co.
The Boston associated board of
trade at its annual meeting adopted
a resninfi011..in favor of tariff revis-
ion. , 
.
ss.
Developments at Yesterday's Inves-
tigation in New York—Vice
Preident's Testimony.
New York. Oct. ro.—Walter R.
Gillette, vice president of the Mu-
tual Life Insurance company, testi-
fied before the insurance investigat-
ing committee today that the Mutual
Life Insurante company contributed
$4o,000 to the republican national corn
mittee's campaign fund in the last
election in 1904.
Vice President Gillette also stated
that the Mutual Life Insurance com-
pany contributed $35.000 to the re-
publican national committee in 1900
and $15,000 in 1896. He justified
these contributions on the same
ground as did President John A. Mc-
Call, of the New York Life Insurance
company, in the contributions of that
company. saying that the St. Louis
platform of the democratic party
and the free-silver issue were a men-
ace to the policy holders.
Dr. Gillette said he authorized
these expenditures after consulting
with the presidenk, vice presidents
and some members of the board
of trustees of the Mutual Life Insur-
ance company.
The campaign contributions, Dr..
Gillette said, came from the funds
controlled by the committee on ex-
penditures.
MagIsk Gast.
.Sir John Leng, member of the Brit-
ish parliament, was a guest of the
insurance investigating committee at
its session today. The first witness
was Robt. OlyPhant, chairman of the
expenditures committee of the Mutual
Life insurance company.
From him it was expectet to learn
what became of $75,000 charged to
legal expenditures. This sum was
spent in three installments of Snoop
each, the bast installment being paid
the day after the presidential election
last year.
111r. Olyphant said there is no limit
to the money the committee of expen-
ditures may authorize to be paid out.
The Mutual Life hnsurance company
maintains a confidential fund for le-
gal expenditure. The details of pay-
ments for this fund were not brought
before the board of trustees, but
merely the total amounts. Bills came
to this committee from the law de-
partment after being duly authorized
by executive officers. The moneys
wore usuaWy drawn in cash.
THE ARGUMENTS ARE BEGUN
Chicago. Oct. us—Arguments
against the indictment of the packers,
charged with conspiracy to trsonopilize
the meat trade of the country, were
begun before Federal Judge J. Otis
Humphrey, Attorney John S. Miller,
counsel for the defendants, opened
the arguments using the demurrer
filed last Friday as a basis.
The Pan Mall Gazettere joices in
the fact that Canada is a "chip of the
old block," because a steamship. with
supplies for the Hudson Bay mount-
ed police has been kept waiting at
St. Johns for weeks while the police
department and ministry of mat inc
settle a dispute as to which shall con-
trol her movements.
A British army officer in India was
awakened one morning by feeling a
native servant of a brother officer
pulling at his foot. "Sahib," whisper
ed the man, "sahib, what am I to do?
My master told me to wake him at
6:3o. but he did not go to bed till 7?"
William E. Halsall, 'who owns 20.-
000 acres of land in Oklahoma and
200.000 in Texas, on which he has in-
numerable herds of cattle, is visiting
in San Francisco with his wife, who
is a Cherokee woman They have
three children.
Edmond Rostand has made so
much money with the product of his
pen that he has been able to engage
three popular Parisian artists, Jean
Veber, Henri Martin and Caro Del-
vaille, to decorate his Basque villa at
°unfits.
In Van Ne,sS avenue, San Francisco,
a long avenae,-125 feet wide, asphalted
and without .car tracks, the city has
placed In extra number of electric
light& so as to make it better for
the night drills of the.National guard.
Robert Cecil, 'postmaster of Tip-
ton, Ore., convicted of wife-beating.
received, under sentence of court, ten
lashes on The bare back in public,
recently. He is preparing to sell his
property now and leave the country.
Government engineers are mapping
Puget Sound for mines and torpedo
stations. Mine equipment that cost
iSoopocr is stored near Ft. Wart It is
expected to be in place by the first
of next year.
Mks. M. T. Russell of Bloomington,
Ill., the only wonlan oil operator in
Kentucky, has struck, a well in Wayne
county running soo batrels.
Subscribe for The Register.
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Ladies Stylith Coato
COOL WEATHER IS APPROACHING AND IT IS TIME THE LA-
DIES WERE THINKING OF COATS. OUR SHOWING IN THAT
LINE IS ONE OF UNLIMITED GOOpNESS. A GLANCE AT OUR
COATS WILL REVEAL STYLE AND A THOROUGH INSPEC-
TION WILL RESULT IN YOUR BUYING ONE OF OUR CHOICE
STOCK,
WE CAN GIVE YOU AN EXCELLENT COAT AT $5.00 AND $7.50.
OUR Szo.00, $12.50 AND $15.00 COATS CANNOT BE BEAT.
A FINE BROADCLOTH COAT, MADE OF EXTRA GOOD CLOTH,
LINED WITH IMITATION OF FUR AND HAS FUR-TRIMMED
CUFFS AND COLLAR, PRICE $ro.5o. THESE ARE ONLY A FEW
OF OR GOOD VALUES—COME IN AND LET US SHOW YOU
THROUGH THE STOCK.
evo Veils
HAVE JUST RECEIVED A SWELL LINE OF NEW VEILS IN ALL
COLORS AND PRICES.
3-YARD LONG VEILS IN BLUE, BLACK, GREEN, WHITE, LAV-
ENDER AND PINK AT Vic EACH.
3-YARD LONG VEILS IN BLACK (A BETTER QUALITY) AT $1.25
EACH.
MOURNING VEILS IN AN EXTRA FINE GRADE AT $2.25 EACH.
SQUARES—THE LATEST THING, IN ALL COLORS AT soc, 75e
AND $x.00 EACH.
•
Bed Comforts
THE NIGHTS ARE RATHER CHILLY NOW AND WE EXPECT
, YOUR LAST SEASONS STOCK OF COMFORTS HAS RUN DOWN
WE ARE BETTER PREPARED TO SUPPLY YOUR WANTS IN
THAT LINE THAN EVER BEFORE. OUR STOCK IS LARGER
AND VALUES MUCH BETTER—ONE ESPECIALLY GOOD IM-
PROVEMENT OVER LAST SEASON'S COMFORTS IS THAT
THEY ARE LARGER, AND THAT IS THE MAIN POINT IN BUY-
ING BED WEAR. THE PRICES RANGE FROM 75c TO $248.
OUR COMFORTS ATIr.eo, $1.50 AND $2.00 ARE DANDIES. SPEC-
IAL IN LAMB'S WOOL COMFORTS AT $2 75
WE ARE ALSO SHOWING A BIG ASSORTMENT OF BOTH
COTTON AND WOOL BLANKETS.
PURCULL&THOMPSON '
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY.
www(4. G
We exercise the greatest
care in selecting our cut glass..
Consequently our display is of the
highest standard. • We aim to combine
perfection in color; brilliant finish, artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Our present stock cannot be excelled,
J. L. Wolff Jeweler
0 the Buffet 0
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order.
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
A
ON MERCY'S ERRAND.
British Bootball Players Seeking to
Show Americans How to Play.
New York, Oct. to.—Sir Cliarles
Kirkpatrick and his team of English
amateur association football players
arrived here last night. The tritish-
ers, who are traveling under the name
of the Pilgrams, arrived at Montreal
on September a. Since that time they
have played thirteen games, winning
ten, losing two, and drawing one.
The mission of the Britisters is to
demonstrate to the American public
the advantages of association football
as a sport over the game played by
the college teams'.
The members of the team' have wit
nessed several college football games,
and emphatically declare that the
game is not football at all, but a test
of brute strength with little science.
Monk Gibson, negro, accused of
murdering Conditt family kt Edna
Texas., is captured and placed in jail
at Edna
t:••'t
."; W
FRED WYKOFF, As
Uncle Danl at The gesitpcky Tonight
• Names of Lowell, Whittier and
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction fiudranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-_ 207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
HAS TWO SIDES
RELEASE OF STREET CAR EM-
PLOYES CAUSES TWO
STATEMENTS.
Men Say They Were Fired for Join-
ing Union, arid Supt. Wallace
Gives Other Reasons.
There are two sides to the dis-
charge last evening of three motor-
men heretotere employed by the
street railway company, the men re-
leased claiming they were let out be-
cause they organized a union, while
General Manager George C. Wallace,
of the company, states they were fired
because Motorman Bowland caused a
wreck at Sixth and Madison streets
yesterday and the other two employes
became dissatisfied at, Bowland's dis-
charge.
Last night three motormen weft
let out, and they claim they were in-
-formed that the reason therefor was
because they belonged to the union
which w organized among the mo-
lormen and conductors last week.
'These three given their release con-
tend further that they were informed
that this morning one more motor-
man and one conductor would be fired
from the service for the same reason,
and that in addition another bunch
would tonight have to give up their
places because they affiliated with
the organization.
Last night after the cars quit run-
ning the union members, numbering
33 employes, held a meeting at the
ltogers hall on Tweith and Broad-
way, and discussed things in general.
They selected a cdirrimittee of Con-
ductor M. Boyd, Motorman A. L.
Lowell and Motorman W. W. Nel-
aon to call on the street car manage-
ment this morning and have a confer-
ence regarding the controversy. This
is the grievance committee.
General Manager George Wallace
said last evening that unionism had
nothing to do with the release of the
tbiee men, but that the owners in-
tended running their own system to
*tit themselves. In explaining their
side Mr. Wallace said that yesterday
shortly before noon Motorman Row-
land was standing on the front end
of the North Sixth street car "rag-
ging" Motorman Ed Russell, who had
chew of the moving car, about
unionism. Rowland was not at work,
but Was just on Russell's car coming
downo wn to report for duty. Mr.
Wallace -states that as a ',fun of the
conver•ation between the two Bow-
10001 engaged Rossetti attention to
the extent that the latter was not
watching his business properly, with
lbe result that the Sixth street ear
nip. 55, crashed into the lowland-
hams car No. 66 which crosses Sixth
at Madison street. The vestibule of
car No. 55 was sauteed to splinters
and had to be sent to the repair shop.
After the accident Mr. Wallace dis-
charged Boa/lend because of his inter
(mere with Russell Two other dello.
tormen became aggrieved because
Rowland was fired, and became ob-
sterperous. to the extent that they
were discharged also, so claims the
management. There were passengers
aboard the two cars, but fortunately
none were hurt. although the cars
were going pretty fast at the time.
No. 66 was not damaged and contin-
ued running. It was in charge of
Motorman Greenlee.
The anion (motormen and conduc-
tors contend that the three were re-
leased feces."( they belonged to the
organization, and that The employes
&Misting had been informed that the
management intended letting out one
at a time. all the union men, until
every one of them had been released.
)k. Wallace claims there is nothing
in this whatever.
There are twenty enotormen and
conductors who do 11.V-belong to the
organized body.
Buffet luncheon will be served at
Hawkins Bros. evety evening, 417
Broadway.
BIRD DOG CONE ONE WITHDRAWS
DR HANSBRO HAS LOST THREE
BY THEFT IN PAST FEW
MONTHS.
Mr. George Robertson Expects to
Leave Shortly for His Winter's
Stay in Arkansas.
Dr. W. L. Hansbro, the dentist, is
minus another fine bird dog which
some one has stolen from him at his
home on Fountain avenue. This makes
the third blooded animal that has
been swiped from him in the last six
months, and he has come to believe
that thieves have a failing for his
dogs in particular as none have ever
shown up again after being taken
away.
This latter animal was taken from
the yard at his home several days ago
and seems to have been spirited out of
this section entirely as the dentist can-
not find him high nor low, despite the
fact a vigorous search was made He
feels the loss keenly as the animal
was a first class hunter.
Leaves Shortly.
Mr. George Robertson, Jr., stated
yesterday that if this chilly weather
kept up he would get away Isy week
after next, or the first of November,
for his annual hunt to the wilds of
Arkansas. He is now gathering lb-
gether his big pack of hounds, and is
waiting or frost to come and kil: out
the yellow fever down South. This
death•tq the epidemic is inevitable
if the 'present chilly weather keeps
out, sad Mr. Robertson believe* be
will be able to shortly cake his de-
parture for the winter.
4PREATY EFFECTIVE
HEN EMPERORS SIGN IT.
End of War Not to Be Delayed Until
the Formal Ratification.
Washington, Oct. so—The treaty of
peace between Rillsia.rad Japan will
became effective upon its approval
without waiting the formal exc'hange
of ratifications at Washington.
This information was imparted at
the Japanese legation Tuesday. This
course has been decided upon in. or-
der that the speediest possible termin-
ation of the war may take place.
The treaty, it is understood, has
passed through the necessary pre-
liminary stages of approval in each
countraa and is now before the re-
spective emperor. of Japan and. Rus-
sia for the royal signatures.
As soon as it has been signed, this
fact will be communicated by cable
to the state department at Washing-
ton, and the Washington government
will apprise each emperor of the act
of the other. With this accomplished,
the war will be at an end.
The formal exchange of ratificatibns
will be carried out in Washington as
soon thereafter as 'the signed treaties
reach here.'
BAKINGS CONTINUE.
Christian Church Ladies Will Have
Charge Friday.
By an error it was stated yester-
day that thc Rhodes-Burford bakings
would close tomorrow. This was the
original programme, but the ladies of
the First Christian church have tak-
en -Friday and will have charge that
day, serving nice lunches and many
goo.] Things to eat.
The trial trip of the gasoline motor
car built for use on branches of the
nion Pacific railroad, was recentby
made, and the car Was pronounced a
iticeess. The run was made frbta
Omaha to Vs/ley, Nev.. and return, a
speed of fifty miles an hour being
maintained and a maximurrr speed of
62.2 miles being attained at ne
It is reported that the Unitih Plleffic
company will rush the construction of
these cars as fast as possible and place
them on all the branches of the road.
COWPER QUITS RACE FOR
COUNTY ATTORNEY IN
LIVINGSTON.
Circuit Clerk Parsons Brought Down
Transcript in Suit of Stone vs.
The Register.
Word last night over the long dis-
tance telephone to The Register vos
that today in the Smithland papers
Judge W. Fred Cowper will announce
his withdrawal from the race for the
democratic nomination for county at-
torney of Livingston county. The
withdrawal of Mk. Cowper will come
as quite a surprise, as he was regard-
ed as one of the leading candidates
for the position, but he stated that
on account of the short space of time
in which to make the canvass, and the
heavy cost incidental thereto, that he
had decided to withdraw from the
contest. The primary comes off one
week from next Saturday and things
are very warm there.
Circuit Clerk Here.
Circuit Clerk Parsons, of the cir-
cuit court at Smithland, is in the
city, having come down yesterday to
deliver the transcript of the suit of
Elden Stone against The Register
Newspaper company, wherein the
plaintiff got $35o damages against this
paper for alleged libellous publication
regarding him. The newspaper is
appealing the proceeding to the ap-
pellate court, and for this purpose the
transcript was made and brought here
where it was turned over to Hendrick,
Miller & Marble, the defendant's law-
yers, who will today forward same to
the higher court at Frankfort
Resting Welt.
Friends here will be pleased to !earn
that Miss Davis Cowper, of Smith-
land., is resting well and will shortly
be able to get out. She had her lower
limb fractured twice by beittg thriftier
from her buggy when the horse raw
away several weeks age.
County Clerk Here.
County Clerk George Landrum, of
Smithland, is in the city on business,
and expects to return knave today.
IMILIGRATION
AND QUARANTINE
The Programme to be Observed at
Chattanooga Conventios,
Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. io.—Gov-
ernor John I. Cox, of this state will
call to order the conference on im-
migration and quarantine which is to
he held in this city November g and
so, and United States Senator J.
Frazier will deliver the address of
welcome to the congressional dele-
gation. Mlayor W. L. Frierson and L.
G. Walker will also deliver addresses,
which will be responded to by Gov-
ernor Joseph W. Folk of Missouri;
Charles P. Lane, president of the Ala-
bama commercial association; M. J.
Sanders, president of the progressive,
union. New Orleans, and John Tem-
ple Graves of the Atlanta News. Gov-
ernor R. B. Glenn of North Carolina
will deliver an address on "The South.
Its Past, Present and Future." A.
Britton, president of the New Orleans
cotton exchange, will deliver an ad-
dress on the "Commercial Aspect of
Quarantine." Surgeon-General Wy-
man will talk on "Yellow Fever, Its
Origin and Prevention." "Govern-
ment control of Quarantine" is the ti-
tle of an address to be delivered by
Herman Meyers, Mlayor of Savannah,
Ga. Hon. Oscar Underwood. con-
gressman from the Birmingham dis-
trict, will open the general discussion
on immigration. On the second day
Secretary of Commerce aod Labor
Mktealf will deliver an- address on
"Immigration Lawstand Their Opera-
tion," and "Citizenship. Its duties
and Responsibilities," will be discuss-
ed by Chancellor R. B. Fulton of the
University of Mississippi.
HORSE AND
PHILADELPHIA TOOK YES-
- TERDAY'S GAME FROM
NEW YORK
Jc""xf"
 41•14110alr
ONE YEAR TODAYIjjjt
Soo.
THE BOOKS OF THE CARNEGIE
LIBRARY HAVE BEEN
IN USE.
Each Club Has Won Game Now, and No Word Yet Received From Supplythe Score Each Day Was the Houses Quoting Figures to Fur-Same. nitih New Books.
It is now "horse and horse" with
the Philadelphia American League
bats-ball team and the New York Na-
ticnal League club, as each aggrega-
tior. has taken one game of the series
of :.:even they are. playing for the
chempionthip of the world. An un-
usual incident also is the fact that
yesterday Phila-delphia won by the
score of 3 to o from New York,
while the day before, when they play-
ed the initial contest of the series,
the New York club defeated the oth-
ers by the same score.
Yesterday's game' waf in New
YOrk and the attendance was a rec-
ord-breaker, as the ball park was
jammed with thousands of sports
witnessing the great battle.
The game yesterday was played at
the New York polo grounds, and Mc-
Ginnity and Bresbahan composed the
battery tor the Giants, while Bender
and Schreck played in the box and
on the slab for the Athletics. Sheri-
dan and O'Day umpired the game.
'Nothing has so thoroughly aroused
the fans over the world as this series
of games, and The Register office
each night is kept busy giving a re-
port of the day's result. The inform-
ation is furnished cheerfully to every-
body as this is the hottest town in
the country of its size when it comes
to "diamond work."
HITCHCOCK WOULD
• PUSH PROSECUTION.
Won't Consent ,to Dismissing of In-
dictments in Indian Territory.
Washington, Oct. to.—Issue win
beilaken by the interior department
with any action•by the department of
justice•which would quash indict-
ments found last spring at Muskogee
in the school warrant cases in the In-
dian Territory. Report has reached
officials of the interior department
to the effect that influences have
been at work in behalf of the mem-
ber of a well-known Indian Territory
law firm, the mennbers of which are
under indictment. The school-war-
rant cases were worked up jointly by
the interior department and the de-
partment of justice and the officials of
the interior department believe that
there is good reason why the cases
should be proseuted.
Secretary Hitchcock is known to
be much iterested in the cases. A
special investigation into the school
warrant scandal has just been con-
cluded by Charles W. Russell, special
assistant to the attorney general. His
report has been rendered to the
president, and it is in this that the
recomeniation for dropping several
of she cases is satd to be made.
Ail the members of the law firm in
question have been in Washington
lately and are known to have hrought
such influences to bear that the presi-
dent himself directed Mt. Russell to
make the investigation. Mr. Russell's
report will go to the secretary of the
interior, and it may be said aurhori-
tately that the secretary will investi-
gate the whole nutter thoroughly on
his own account before he will ac-
quiesce in a decision to drop any of
the indictments. .
Interest has been created in Mat-
auroras, Mira, by the suggestion that
the fiber of the papaya, commonly
known as the bxexican paypaw, would
probably afford an admirable mater-
ial for the manufacture of high-class
paper. The fiber in question is the
full length of the tree trunk and ap-
pears to be strong and rather silky in
texture. With the exception of the
bark, the trung it composed entirely
of this fibrous material.
Today just one year ago there was
opcned the "circulating department-
at the Carnegie library on Ninth and
Broadway. This means that today
ends the first year during which there
has been circulate° among the pub-
lic the books at the library. The in-
stitution hasi its grand opening the
evening of October 4, ogoa, but, it was
not until one week thereafter that
the books or "the circulating depart-
ment" was ready for the public.
President Bagby, Librarian Miss
Mamie Baynhant and Assistant Li-
brarian Miss Risbey Corbett, together
with the directors, feel much gratified
over the first years record of the fine
institution, as the library has gradual-
ly grown into strong popularity and
is the center of much activity as
crowds calf there each day to draw
out the books and avail themselves of
the unsurpassed opportunities afford-
ed by the institution.
At the very outset it was evidenced
the great demand existent for li-
brary and gradually as the months
have gone by the increase of patron-
age and inferest has been steady, each
month exceeding the preceding .tine.
Thousands of books have been draws
out, and one nice thing to relate, the
public has been unusually considerate
and in neajely every instance returned
the publications in good condition.
Pres;dent Bagby has not yet reoeiv-
ed word from Wanamaker and Mc-
Chwg, who are to make a bid for
furnishing the list of new books to
be ordered right away. They are dif-
ferent firms and whichever one quotes
the lowest figure, will be given the
contract to supply this list. Last year
Wanamaker furnished the big consign-
ment ,and an unusual feature was
that that big Philadelphia house sold
the institution here some of the books
MkClurg publishes, at a price much
cheaper than McClurg himself wanted
to charge.
The first annual statement issued
yesterday by Kiss Baynham, the li-
brarian, shows'ae follows:
Borrower's cards issued, 6,069.
Books donated to library, 134.
'Volumes in library, including pub-
lic documents, 4,000.
Books circulated, 35,001.
Reference books used, 2,545.
Attend rice general reading room.
6,56o. 
*MSReceived from board Nosergoa, $10
Collections fro es, reserves,
new cards and lost 171.15.
Su ndm expenses, $11o.01:
Book andfixtures, $4,131.
Cash on hand, $19.03.
Books rebound, go
Books lost without record 2.
Books repaired for past six months,
per week 30.
No record of the Sunday attendance
was kept because the building has not
been opened on the Sabbath during
the summer months.
TEXAS BANK CASHIER
COMMITS SUICIDE
Houston, Tex., Oct. to—F. B.
Gray, cashier of the Commercial Na-
tional bank of this city, shot himself
twice with a revolver in his bed room
early today, dying almost instantly.
He was about 40 years of age and
ranked high in Texas banking circles.
There is no plausible reason for the
act. The Commercial National bank
is one of the strongest banks in
Texas.
'Dr. C. M. Shanley, formerly of
North Dakota, but who owned a plan-
tation near New Orleans and had
done yeoman service during the pla-
gue, succumbed to the disease through
devotion to caring for the sick.
Pure, durable, scda soaps are
what we keep. No potash soapa,
mixed with sand to make them
hard and containing an exces-
sive amount of alkali, will be
found in our c:ises.
Our soaps are all made from
vegetable oils and soda. You
can't make a good soap any
other way.
J. H. OehlschlaNer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE 50c.
TAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
BACON'S
DRUG STORIES.
7th Jackson SM. phone s37,Clay Sta., phone 35.
The recollection of the quality of
cur prescriptians remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deli,.
eyed free of charge anywhere in the
city.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
The jury at Russellville in the case
of Guy Lyon, charged with criminal
assault on Mary Gladder, failnd to
agree. Eleven were for a ten-year
sentence while the foreman was for
death. The foreman was bedecked
with colors and paraded around the
town.
ii. T. Hessig. M. D.
Gifu e
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270..
Best, Kentucky Luny 1 3 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 1 2 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATZD)
Second and Ohio Streets. C. M. BUDD, Manager. Both Telephone Numbers 254
•A LAW TO RE-
STRICT MARRIAGES
,(Lincoln, Neb., Cor. N. Y. World.)
A halt is to be called in the mar-
riage profession in Nebraska, if the
Nebraska Homeopathic association
has its way, and all applicants for
marriage licenses, either man or wo-
man, must undergo a thorough phy-
'sical examination before they will be
permitted to wed. A bill to this ef-
fect will be introduced into the next
state legislature, and the homeopaths
of the state will use every effort to
Jhave it passed.
The homeopaths believe that the
spread of disease is due, more than
to any other cause, to the fact that
either the father or the mother of the
children •is afflicted with some disease
iiwhich s transmitted to ,the offspring,
Or that one of the parents i not fully
ideveloped;-and-4-intrelre-ititmse--
is rendered less hardy and less able
to withstand the inroads -if diseases.
If the diseased man or woman can
be kept from marrying and bringing
children into the world the race
would soon revive and a weak con-
stitution would be a rarity, while tu-
berculosis and loathsome diseases
would entirely disappear. The Ne-
bra-ka homeopaths are working hand
in glove with the members of the
same school in Colorado, and a sim-
ilar movement is under way in that
state. Dr. A. C. Stewart, of Den-
ver, is one of the prime movers in
the effort to have the bills passed. He
says:
"If we can impress upon the pub-
lic the great benefits which will ac-
crue To them if this bill passes, I
'believe there will be such a demand
for its passage that no representative
ovi I dare vote against it.
The passage of such a law would
n cessitate an independent bcard to
ke the examinations of applicants
or marriage licenses. The board must
be entirely non-sectarian and non-
political, for its duties would be of
such nature that great harm could
be done if politics or petty jealousies
should be permitted to creep in. The
board must be carefully selected in
order to protect and guard against
graft and abuses of its power.
"My idea of the new law would
be to deny licenses in all cases until
the applicants have been submitted to
-a physical examination and have been
pronounced as fit to raise a family.
This examination must be conducted
in the most ethical way; all publicity
must be avoided. If an applicant is
found suffering with tuberculosis,
which, while not incurable, is hard
to cure, and is transmitted from par-
ent.. to their children; or from one
diseases in particular, the worst of
many due to licentiousness, and which
is responsible, either directly or in-
directly, for four-fifths of the world's
Ills today, or from cancer, let a lic-
ense be denied them, for they should
not be allowed to perpetuate the dis-
ease -through marriage.
"The rejection of the applicant
must, of course, be kept perfectly and
strictly private, but it must be record-
ad properly for reference.
"Then there is another thing which
I consider to be of vastly more im-
portance than the mere refusal of a
marriage license. If the applicant is
lonnd by the examining board to. be
subject to any other disease, such as
heart trouble, for instance, such is
therefore likely tis drop off at any
time, he could be apprised of the fact
by the board and could be placed on
his guard. He could be warned that
he must not run for a street car or
overtax himself, must not attend ban-
quets nor champagne suppers and
that he mtot lessen the strenuosity of
his life or his days are numbered.
"If a women was found to be un-
t for the matrimonial state, through
illness, she could be told that fact
and could be advised to postpone the
marriage for a time until her health
improved. You would find that the
number of unhappy marriages would
decrease to a minimum and the di-
ve:int-courts would cease to grind out
their daily r;st of legal separations,
marking the blighting ,f so many
lives..
Ill health on the part of the wo-
man in the case is the cause of the
great majority of divorces.
"According to the plan I suggest
every man and woman could receive
u rigid physical examination upon
applicatiotifor a margagse license, and
from the reports the examiners could
learn of the exact condition of their
health, and if they had a had record
and were found subjects of any dis-
ease they could prepare to meet the
onslaught of the disease and would
not go blindly. to their destruction.
"I hope that in the near future all
-western states wilt pass such a law
as I fare outlined. If they do, in the
course of a few years you will find
tuberculosis is 20 tire that people will
go miles to see it, and that the oth-
er diseases will pas away entirely.'
Low Rates to Calif ,ents.
From September t5, to Oct-ober 35,
the Illinois Central Railroad corn-.
party will self one-way second-class
tickets to San Francisco, Los Ange-
1,', San Diego, Cal., for $33.0s.
_,J, T Dorarwn, Ag. Padticah, Ky.
C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
bscribe for THE REGISTER.
Saleswomen's Peril !CLEVER
6RAVE DISEASES, DUE TO STUMM
Facts Abort Miss lierkisy's Dangerous
Illais aed Complete Cure
Bare you ever thought why so many
women or girls rather walk an hour
than stand still for ten mlnutes?
It is because most women suffer from
soms derangement of their delicate
organism, the discomfort of which is
leas trying when they are in motion
than when standing.
In some states laws compel employers
to provide resting places for their fe-
male employees.
But no amount of law can regulate
the hard tasks of these women. The
must get the strength which this
demands or run the risk of serious
diseases and the surgeon's knife.
Read about the experience of Miss
Mas= hierkley, 275 3d Street.W is. :
Dar Kra Pinkham:-
"Onschal lkis. of stresgib, nervounnsee.
=Lipati and as irritationto ask medical advice. TheillosistrwalI bad ovarian trouble and dew-
Mom fit womb, and advieed an
M I to gee well I to
aid dolled testes Lydia IL
mi*myrilideide:sitnisk imiaZsdira
anew The ulcerative sum
wog. whehlelso‘ headset's and egression
dIasimpwrisi. 
o
kaki i• • alma tame I nue
etrcog usd, vIgtw an perfectly tedL I wish
every weite girl who surrentreald try
Lydia L Ptnhbam's Vegetable Compound"
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Corn.
pound is a vegetable tonic which invig-
°rites and strengthens the entire fe-
male organism, and will produce the
same beneficial results in the cape of
any sick woman as with Mina Merkley.
IN HIS VINYARD
CHURCH DEDICATION AT
MURRAY LAST SUNDAY
ATTRACTS MANY.
Mayfield Presbytery in Session at
Highland Church, This County-
Some Personal Notes.
(Mayfield Messenger, 9th.)
Eider Rog r I... Clark, Ruff Gra-
ham, Mr. J. R. Lemon and others
attended the church dedication at
Murray Sunday. They report an in-
teresting occasion and state that the
church is a beauty in every respect.
Elder Zack Sweeney, the famous di-
vine of Columbus, Ind., preached the
dedicatory sermon. About $4,000
Were made up, which finished the
church debt and left the congregation
in good condition. Large crowds
attended from Benton, Hardin and
other points and were royally enter-
tained by the hospitable people of
Murray.
• The Mayfield Presbytery meets
Tuesday at Highland church three and
a half miles southwest of Paducah
in a three days' session. Rev. J. E.
Edwards will preach the opening
sermon. Rev. Tom Logan and other
ministers of this section will attend.
The Presbytery meets at a church of
which Rev. Fowlkes, of Paducah, is
the pastor.
Rev. D. W. Fowlkes was in the
city Sunday night, and preached an
interesting sermon at the Presbyter-
ian church. He left Monday morning
for his home in Paducah. He is a
very popular minister of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church in this
county.
Sunday was quite an enjoyable oc-
casion at Symsonia. The Methodists
at that place met in large numbers to
hear their pastor Rev. Ed Wright and
to provide ways and
-means by which
to pay off all debts against the
chtwch at that place.
The large number of persons whojoined the successful revival just
cbosed at the Baptist church will be
baptized tonight. A large crowd is
expected to be present.
Eld. W. S. Long, of the Christian
church closed a series of meeting-s of
12 days Sunday at Mt. Pleasant. Dur-ing the meeting, there were 26 ad-ditions to the church.
ELL J. L. B. Darnell, of Trigg
county will preach tonight at the
Primitive Baptist church on College
etreet.
KILLED AT A PUBLIC MEETING
Jackson, Ky., Oct. 10.
-Charles Rob-inson was shot anct killed Sunday af-
ternoon by Allen Creech, on Hunting
creek, ten miles from Jackson. A
political discussion caused the trouble.
They met at a country gathering, with
hundreds of people present. Creech
was landed in jail this morning.
Newton C Dougherty, former edu-
cator and banker of Peoria, Ilk, ie
sent to jail, failing to give bond for$64.000 on ninety-seven embezzlement
and forgery indictments
SWINDLERS.
Although legions of swindlers have
assumed the guise of princes and no-
bles, sometimes to their infinite,prof-
it, few have had sufficient insolence
to pose as kings and as queens, and
therefore the elderly female swindler
who recently extracted some io,000
pounds from the pockets of gullible
Italians in Boston, Mass., by assum-
ing the role of ex-Empress Carlotta,
widow of the ill-fated Emperor Max-
imilian of Mlexico, occupies a very
distinguished position in the ranks of
enterprising criminals.
Few swindles have been nsore bare-
facedly geotesque, Yet more cleverly
worked, than that of bogus Carlotta,
and it is safe to say that if she pos-
sessed the saving sense of humor her
own ingenuity must have afforded her
as much merrimeht as ,hard cash.
She arrived among the Boston Ital-
ians accompanied by a male confed-
erate who posed as the late Crown
Prince Rudolph of Austria, whom, it
must be explained, thousands of ig-
norant people believed to be still
alive, the notion being that his sui-
cide was merely an imaginary affair,
announced to the public in order to
explain his disappearance, when, af-
ter a quarrel, the emperor cast him
into a fortress prison in the determ-
ination that he should never reign
over the ducal, kingdom.
The atieged object of their visit to
the United States was the raisineof
funds for the purpose of effecting a
very dramatic coup d'etat at Vienna,
whereby the Emperor Francis Josef
was to be depoAd and the bogus
Crown Prince Rudolph-who, it was
explained, had escaped from prison
without his father's knowledge-es-
tablished in his stead.
The woman, who was the moving
spirit in the whole swindle, issued
bonds in return for hard cash, and
these bonds were to be redeemed,
with handsome interest added, within
a short time of the coup d'etat; and
in order to impress her contingent
victims she held mock courts, to
which they were invited, surrounded
herself with the most cringing of
Flunkies, and attached a number of her
stupidest victims to her suite. She
always wore a crown at her courts,
and the "quick refreshments" pro-
vided as a sort of "ground bait" were
of the very best.
Nevertheless she occasionalby en-
countered skeptics. She had various
ways of converting them, however,
and no one ever really suspected her
until it was too late for suspicion to
be of any use. On one occasion she
took a party of prospective victims
who required convincing that she was
indeed the ex-Empress, in a boat Into
Boston harbor, where an Austrian
cruiser happened to be, telling them
that she would be recognized and sa-
luted as only members of her royal
house were. As the boat approached
the cruiser verily a salute was fired,
and her victims, being satisfied, were
rowed back to shore, supremely ig-
norant of the fact that the firing of
the salute was the customary one to
the navy yard, which is airways fired
at a certain hour, and that the ex-
empress had timed her visit to coin-
cide with the salute.
An even more barefaced fraud
was engineered in Paris some years
back. A clever and daring gang of
stamp forgers arrived in the "gay
city" in elaborate eastern costumes,
purely as the emperor of purely im-
aginary Asiatic empire and his suite.
They were traveling for the benefit of
His bilajesty's health.
They put up at an excellent hotel
and began enjoying themselves. At
that time some absolutely unknown
postage stamps filtered onto the mar-
ket, creating no small sensation
among philatelists and changing
hands at excellent prices. Then it
became known in the right circles
that the actual aim of the eastern
potentate was to blend business with
pleasure; and, with the object of
raising funds His Majesty had brought
with him-or rather his chancellor
had-a considerable quantity of the
rare stamps in use in his country,
which, being unknown in Europe
and America, would, he had been ad-
vised, find a ready market in Paris.
VVIhat was the total amount of the
"spoils" with which the Emperor and
his suite left Paris when they felt
the bubble was about to burst will
probably never be knotvn, but it cer-
tainly ran into many thousands of
pounds, and very depressed indeed
were dealers and collectors when they
realized that they had only obtained
a tiny !mein in geography and hu-
man nature in an indirect manner and
at a dreadfully stiff price.
POUND DEAD ON THE ROAD.
Bodies of Girl and Man Discovered,
but No Clew to Slayer.
Haskell, I. T., Ott. to-The bod-
ies of Miss Margaret Lindsay. a
school teacher, and Joseph B Young.
a barber, were found Monday in the
road three miles north of Haskell.
There were no marks of violeece on
the bodies and a revolver was found
near the scene. The couple were last
seen alive on Sernelay evening, when
they drove out of Haskell in a buggy.
The woman taught at the Stone Bluff
'
county school, near Has ell Young
lived at Bixby. The shcr ft has founi
no definite clews upon w ich to Work.
4 • 
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EDGAR LW. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTA'rt. WESTERN ICIENTDCICY FARMS. LAS/
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
r.D6 a R W. W3ITTE/4011.11C. Paducah. lie
NEW GOODS
FOR
Fall and Winter
HAVE ARPIVED
An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now and
avoid the rush.
DICKE Mb BLACK
MERCHANT TAILORS.
5i6 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phon ro41 Red.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera, tea
Noel hlfifth, Both Phone 3s5.
Residence too Clay, Old Phone ifissa
UM. ,11=1
Dr. Stamper,
Dentist.
Nice over Lendler & Lydon.
sog Broadway.
AROUSING INTEREST.
Efforts to Him Prof. Behring An-
nounce His Tuberculosis Cure.
New York. Oct. so-Prof. Beh-
ring's announcement to the Interna-
tional Tuberculosis congress in Paris
of a cure for consumption has arous-
ed wide-spread interest in America,
says thenteVld. The full reports
and com which have been fully
cabied from Paris, have interested
one of New York's wealthiest and
best known citirens, whose name is
withheld for the present. He has au-
thorized the Herald to announce that
he will contribute $50,00e to a fund
to present to Prof. Belying if he will
at once announce to the world his
treatment, and not withhold it for a
year.
The only qualification to this offer
is that the treatment must first be
pronounced successful by a commit-
tee of physicians, of which the don-
or's physician is to be a member.
FINE SALT WELLS FOUND
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Oct. ro.-Two
fine veins of salt water were found on
the faint of J. MI Biggerstaff, near
Springfield, today. The welts are at a
depth of seventy-five feet. Neither can
he pumped dry. A test was Made by
boiling five gallons of water, which
produced one gallon of coarse salt.
The wells will greatly increase the
value of the property.
Illinois Central Excursion Bulletin.
Tickets will be sold at reduced rates
as follows:
San Francisco and Los Angeles-
October 17, IS, IQ, 20 and at, round
trip $6o.5o, good returning math No-
vember 3cMh. account W. C. T. U.
convention
Louisville. Ky.-October 9. TO and
Is, round trip $6.95, good returning
until Oictober 30th, account state de-
velopment convention.
Louisville, Ky.-October 16 and i7,
round trip $6.05, good returning un-
til October 20th, account Grand
Lodge F. & A. M.
J. T. DONOVNN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WA RFI ELD, T. A.,
Uhiou Depot.
W. Mike Olives, Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thom B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, K-.7%.
Room its Fraternity Building.
New Phone its. Old Phone 303.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, lig South Third street I have
the nicest line ef samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
A. S. DA_BNEY,
--DENTIST—
Tracheae Building.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
leo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones sss
Office hours I to to a. to-. z to 3
p.m. aid 7 to g p. m.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Soperintentient.
eot Fraternity Balldia&
Old Phone 406 Red: New Phone sa.
Paducah, !Unlucky.
6. W. Arnold
the reed seems agent., hes Salmi
worth of city property far Ede end
thirty-eve farmer also three odes.
Homes for rem
Telephone, old.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Moms 695-Rooms so3 and so4
Fraterity Building.
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building,
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUZHICART BUILDING.
Does phone •81 at the office, both
phones so at resident. Office hours
7 to 9 M.; I tO 3 p. m.. 7 to 9 p. m.
 iweserestmeini
II. T. Rivers, M. D.
OPPIrtle leo NOVI% FIIPTH
TELEPHONES
iteddiseee 10 OW. egg
D. 0. !PARKE'
A.TTORNIM-AT.LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
Senegal Practices.
208-11TO Flraterrdty Building.
Office also Park Bleg. Mayfield Ky.
es 
Subscribe for THE REGISTER.
EXCU SIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack- .
et company-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
Stied rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, mint.
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes ar2d
Farqithrte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
eib-2202 Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
J. IL HENDRICK. 3.0. MILLER
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
B00038 I, a 'and 3 Register Buikl.
lag, 523 r-s Broadway.
Practice in all she courts of the
state. Both phones ei.
E. 11. PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 49o.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
G. C. DIUGUID,
A TTO RATE Y•A T" W!
io9 t-a North Fourth Street, Upetaise
Commercial and Co-operstive
Business a Specialty.
--4
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roan 13 and ts Columbia Beilding.
Old Phone so,.
••!•_22..assomm•
FLOURNOY 61. REED
LAWYERS
Rooms zo, ix and is. Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. e Flournoy Gra Rued
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
— LAWN' E R —
Will prastice in all courts of Kea.
tacky and Illinois.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trost
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
 •
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, sod Broaderty-Photie is
Residence, 1119 Broadway.
Phone 149.
Mee phone op, 11011/11.8118 Mile 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 104-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone 196, goo ra Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY:
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in.
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CANNOT ACCEPT
HUGHES UNWILLING TO
MAKE THE RACE FOR
MAYOR.
Would Give Opportunity For Mis-
construction of His Motives in
Pushing Investigation.
New York, Oct. 10.—Charles E.
Hughes, counsel for the insurance in-
vestigating committee, yesterday de-
clines the republican nomination for
mayor of New York city.
In stating his grounds for refusing
the nomination, which was tendered
to him by the unanimous vote of the
city republican convention, last Fri-
day night, Mr. Hughes said:
"In this dilema I have simply to
do my duty as I see it.
"In my judgment, I have no right
to accept the nomination. A para-
mount public duty forbids it.
"It is not necessary to enlarge up-
on the iniportance of the insurance
investigation. This is undisputed. It
is dealing with questions vital to the
interests of millions of our 'fellow
citizens throughout the land. It pre-
sents an opportunity for public ser-
vice second to none and involves a
co-relative responsibility. This work
commands all my energies. It is
imperative that I continue in it. You
have frankly recognized that it must
continue unembarrassed anil with un-
impaired efficiency. But it is entirely
clear uo me that this cannot be if I
aseept the nomination.
Might Affect Inquiry.
"You know how desirous I have
been that the investigation should
not be checked by any suggestion of
political motive. Whatever confi-
dence it has inspired has been due to
absolute independence of Rolitical
consideration. It is not sufficient to
say that an acceptance of this nom-
ination, coming to tisc unsought,
would not deflect my course by. a
hair's breath, and that I timid re-
main entirely untrammelled. The non-
political character of the investigation
and its freerkon from bias, either of
fear or favor, not only must exist,
they mast be recognized. I cannot Per-
mit them, by any action of mine to
become matters of debate.
"There are abundant opportunities
foe misconstruction. Doubtless many
will remain undisclosed, manygrevious
wrongs to which the evidence points
from time to time may be found an-
susceptible of proof; many fpromisins
clues will be taken up M wain. Were
I with the best of intentions to ac-
cept the nomination it is my convic-
tion that the work of the investiga-
tion would be largely discredited; its
motives would be impugned and its
integrity wailed. To many it would
appear that its course would be shap-
ed and its lines of inquiry would be
chosen, developed or abandoned as
political ambition might prompt or
political exigency demanded.
Would Be Intolerably.
"Such a situation would be irtoler-
able. There is but one course open.
The legislatMe inquiry must proceed
with convincing disinterestedness.
Its great opportunities must .not be
imperiled bp sthutatipp ths support to
which it is entitled, or by givink the
slightest occasion for questioning the
sincerity and single-mindedness with
which it is conducted.
For your expression of cnnifid-ence
I thank you. The honor you would
confer upon me I most highly es-
teem. Your generous approval and the
unanimity and enthusiasm with which
the nomination was made, I warmly
appreciate. But I have assumed ob-
ligations of the first importance which
makes it impossible for me to meet
your wishes. T must therefore re-
spectfully decline the nomination."
Gold Is Of Uniform Color.
The idea that gold varies somewhat
in color, according to the locality in
which it is found, is widely prevalent
even among miners and money
changers and handlers in the gold-pro
eluting districts, but such notion is,
on the authority of 'experts at the
Philadelphia mint, wholly erroneous.
Pure gold.—that is gold without arty
alto:7 of other impurities--is of one
unvarying, unchanging color. Few
people, however, see such gold. All
the; gold of commerce used either as
motley or for jewelry has alloy in it
sifter it is manufactured into the de-
sired article. Even dot nuggest of
gold, which is sometimes quite pulse,
is covered with dirt and stai.s on the
outside that conceal its true color,
ankl all gold dust which is melted at
the place of mining contains impuri-
ties which go into the bar.
This is the reason why Mexican
gold, for instance, has a redder tinge
alai till:it of California, and the sameis true whether it be a piece of Money
or of jewelry. The red tinge is caused
Ily the presence of copper and ths
paler tinge by eilver, and in the mints
of the different cotentries the *mount
mad kinds of alloy used lifer suffi-
ciently to give differeat limits to the
stoney.
TRAVILING MAN DEAD.
Memphis, Tenn., Oct. JO —J. W.
ltaiby, a traveling salesman from
Lionisville, Ky., was found dead in his
room at a local hotel Monday. Phy-
miekuts sayethat Mr. baby died dur-ing the night of heart disease.
M'CURDY
LETS CAT OUT
New York, Oct. 9.—The family of
McCurdy got its fingers into the treas-
ury of the Mutual Life Insurance
company more than half a century
ago, and ever since then the stream
of Money has been trickling steadily
into the, family's capacious pockets.
At first the stream was tiny and
modest, but as the mations of money
rolled in from policyholders the Mc-
Curdy leak increased in size, and
now it is yielding an annual flood of
gold.
One of the most remarkable fea-
tures of this family fortune is the
manner in which it has been kept
from public knowledge. John D.
Rockefeller, with all his aversion to
public print and sealed lips, is an
open book in his daily life and trans-
actions compared to the McCurdys.
J. Pierpont Morgan, who never is
interviewed, is a voluble gossip along-
side of Richard A. McCurdy.
The home life of a recluse could not
be less known to society reporters
than are the affairs of the Morris-
town family colony of McCurdys.
Search of books on noted New York-
ers, examination of biographies, ref-
erence to newspaper files, all reveal
the same story of silence and ignor-
ance concerning their history.
It is one of the astounding things
of New York life that a man for
many years in an elevated position of
public prominence, whose name is ad-
vertised in connection with his bus-
iness from one end of the country to
the other, could maintain a barrier of
secrecy about his person and his
company.
That old fiction of eminent respect-
ability guarding the savings of wid-
ows and orphans stood around the
life insurance managers for genera-
tions. The revelations of the last
week before the legislative committee
stripped away the last shred of that
blind belief and leaves the McCurdy
family naked to the public gaze.
The Mutual Life Insurance, com-
pany was founded Feb. r, t843, by
Mlwris Robinson, who became its
first president.
Some years after the formation of
the Mutual the first McCurdy be-
came connected with it. He was
Robert H. McCurdy. a man of somse
prominence in New York affairs.
Richard A. McCurdy, his son, was
born in New York city in 1835, mak-
ing him, therefore, 70 years okl at
present. The son was sent to Har-
vard where be graduated. Then he
studied law and was admitted to the
New York bar in 1856, when he had
just come of age.
Just about the time Henry E. Hyde
was leaving the employ of the Mu-
tual to found the Equitable, the young
lawyer obtained his first bold on the
Mutual treasury as a legal represent-
ative. In 186o he WAS appointed its
attorney, and five years later he was
made vice-president.
Three presidents came and passed
away during Mr. McCurdy's long
service as vice president, and finally,
in IR85, he became head of the com-
pany. and the family was instehlei in
power. His preaidential salary at
first was a relatiVely mintiest item, $3o.-
000 a year, although large enough to
cause comments of an investigating
committee in 1887. '
iFor twenty years now Richard A.
MkCurdy has been the dominating
force in the Mutual Life, ruling as
Henry B. Hyde did the Equitable and
as John A. *Call does the New
York Life, with autocratic one-man
power.
The first family connection to en-
ter into the rich picking of the com-
pany was John A. Little, whose sis-
ter Richard A. MoCtudy had mar-
ried when he wits a young lawyer.
Mr. Little was the founder of the
agency firm now known as Charles
H. Raymond & Ccrrnpany, which con-
trols all the business of Greater New
York for the Mutual+. Originally the
firm was known as Little & Ray-
mond, but after accumulating a large
fortune Mr. Little went to Paris to
live, and there he died two years
ago, leaving an estate valued at $4,-
000,000.
After Mr. Little's retirement Rob-
ert H. McCurdy, son of the president,
became a partner of Mr. Raymond,
arid when he finally obtained a more
profitable berth as foreign agent, with
percent takes from all business written
abroad, and later general manager of
the company, his place in the firm was
taken by the next in line, Laois A.
Thebattd, who had eloped with Miss
Gertrude McCurdy, a sister.
In the meantime another relative,
De. Elias J. Mlosh, brother-in-law of
President McCurdy, had become med-
ical examiner of the company, with
a large salary.
In recent years a more distinct con-
nection, Peter Stuveaant Pillot, a cous-
in of Mr. Thebaud, was let into the
privilege of family profit as a medlar
agent of some kind. Mr. Pillot was
at one time rather prominent in so-
ciety.
Having secured their enormous in-
comes from the Mutual, the McCurdy
family withdresr from the gaze and
imminent of city people. They made
no attempt to enter the ranks of the
too-called Four Hundred, or to dazzle
Fifth avenue with the size of their
'houses or the display of their wealth.
They kept the secret of the goose
that laid the golden eggs daft to
DISFIGURED
WITH ECZEMA
Under Physicians Five
Months. Went from
Bad to Worse.
CURED BYCUTICURA
Wonderful Change in One Night.
In a Month Face Was
Clean as Ever.
"I was troubled with eczema on the
face for five months, during which
time I was in the care of physicians.
My face was in such a condition that
I could not go out. It seas going
from bad to worse and I gave up all
hope, when • friend of mine highly
recommended Cuticura remedies. The
first night after I washed my face with
Cuticura Soap and used Cuticura
Ointment and Cuticura Resolvent ft
changed wonderfully, and continuing
the treatment it removed all scales
and scabs. From that day I was able
to go out, and in a month my face
was as clean as ever."
THOMAS J. SOTIL 317 Stagg St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
THE AGONIZING
itching and Burning of the Skin
As in eczema; the frightful scaling, as
in psoriasis; the loss of 1--.1r • I crust-
ing of scalp, as in isca::‘...1 head; the
facial disfigerement, as in pimples
and ringworm; the awful suffering of
Infants, and anxiety of wornont par-
ents, as in milk crust, tetter and salt
rheum—all demand a remedy of al-
most superhuman virtues to success-
fully cope with them. That Cuticura
Soap, Ointment, and Pills are such
stands proven beyond all doubt. The
purity and sweetness, the power to
aft-id immediate relief, the certainty
of y and permanent cure, the
absosteLi safety and great economy
have made them the standard skin
cures of the civilized world. Abso-
lutely pure.
Oc.14 throakiliont iS. wont Colleen a/Weseck1a ler= et Clema1••• Owed Pills Ws per vial .4 0),
lialot.:11* D.600 laaIsa, NA=
nfrinkhome .1kt s di Is Pats' .110011.Aos. POW Dm a Clam Carp, alb Prowskaora.
themselves.
Gradually, however, the summer
•homes erected by the family around
Morristown, N. J., became their per-
manent residences. President Mk-
Curdy completed a few years ago a
$1.000000 palace in Morristown. erect-
ing a magnificent house in the midst
of a ten-acre plot of ground.
A FRENCH KING A
. KENTUCKY TEACHER
It may not be generally known in
this day and time, but Bowling Green,
Ky., was at one time the temporary
home of Louis Philippe, sovereign
king of France, from 183o, to 1848,
says the Bowling Green Times-Jour-
nal. At least Mr. Abbott, who
writes a life of this French king, so
states. The Bourbon dynasty was
temporarily overthrown by the
bloody French revolution in t7890 the
members of that noted family of
which Louis Philippe was a prince, be-
came exiles, and he, with a younger
brother, came to the United States.
After a rambling tour of portions of
the country they reached Louisville,
Ky., and from there they came to
Bowling Green, and from here they
went to Bardstown. The prince hav-
ing but little or no money, his great
estate in France having been confis-
cated as a result of the French rev-
olution, it is stated that for a liveli-
hood he taught French in the early
schools of Bowling Green and in
Bardstown.
When Bonaparte was overthrown
by the battle of Waterloo in Oho, the
Bourbons were recalled from exile.
and Louis Philippe became Duc de
Orleans, a head of the Orleans
branch the Bourbon family. His
great e ate was returned to him, and
he became the wealthiest man in
France, if not in Europe. In tlit3o
there was another bloody revolution
in France. and the elder Bourbon
dynasty was again overthrown, and
through the instrumentality of La-
fayette. America's friend, this same
Louis Philippe, once an obscure resi-
dent of Bowling Green, Ky., became
King ot France.
Kentucky Isiterature.
"I understand," said the publisher
to the critic, "that Wiggins is en-
gaged upon. what is promised to be
the best novel ever written of Ken-
tucky manners and customs, past and
present."
"Nat 'is,' but was" corrected the
critic.
"Why? Has he given it up?"
"Welt," explained the critic, "you
see he permitted his two leading char-
acters, a Colonel and a Judge, to get
into a quarrel in the first chapter,
and the lie passed between them."
"That's a fine start—realistic and
with the proper verismilitude. I
shotild think it would be a great
book. I must see about getting holt
of it."
-"You needn't try,' said the critic.
"It was too realistic—too muelh veri-
similitude. They killed each other
cm the spot apd Wiggins lost the ma-
terial for the remaining twenty-seven
chapters and had to give it up as a
.hopeless undertaking."
tee The Degieser.
•
ABSOLUTELY SAFE
NO FOREIGN SHIPS COULD DO
SEABOARD CITIES HARM,
SAYS TAFT.
Going to Panama to See What Ac-
conunodations Have Been Pro-
vided for Workmen.
N• ew York, Oct. to.—"No foreign
power could successfully assail our
seaboard cities. With the present ef-
ficiency of our forts, rendered im-
pregnable by the fire control system,
sweeping a zone that would bring an-
nihilation to any fleet within the
range cO the batteries of big guns, the
seab-oard cities are safe from foreign
inyasion,' said Secretary of War Wm.
H. Taft yesterday. He returned Sat-
urdly enthusiastic from his visit to
Fort Hamilton and Sandy Hook.
To be sure, a squadron could ap-
proach under the cloak of a fog. In
San Francisco, particularly, where
fogs and dense weather prevail, the
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. aand, 1905.
South Bound. No. sot
Leave Cincinnati 
 8:20 a.m.
Leave Louisville 
 12:20 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
•
Leave Horse Branch 
 3:40 P.m.
Leave Central City 
 3:55 P.m.
Nortonville 
 4:37 P.111•
EvInsville 
Hopkinsville 
_
Princeton 
 • 5:25 p.m.
Arrive Parliarah 
 6:so p.m.
Leave Paducah 
 6:45 P.m.
A Fulton 
 7:55 p.m.
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. 
 8:31 p.m
Arrive Rives 
 8:39 p.m
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 
 10:30 p.m
Arr;ve New Orleans 
 11 :00 a.m.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
No. 103
6:oo p.m.
9:4o 
p.m.
6:3o p.m.
12.08
1:03 a.m,
1%.40 am.
4:40 Pm:
2:27
3:40
3:45
4:50
5:17
5:23
7:15
Sos
8:15
a 171.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m
a.rn
a.m.
p.m.
No. 525
7 :251.1T1.
*g:ooa.tn.
it :o5a.m.
12:30p. m.
I:28a.m_
8:3oa.m.
I :2oa.m.
2:35p.m.
4a5p.m.
4:2op.m.
6:oop.m.
Leave
Leave
Leave
situation would offer more advantages Loave
to an attacking force. With the de- Leave
velopment of "the torpedo and stibma- ',caw
rine systems, however, which has been Arrive
satisfactory, and which wi:I continue Leave
in keeping with appropriations for the Arrivepurpose, Pacific coast cities will be
safe, even should the elements favor
Arrive
Arrivethe approach of an enemy. There are Arrive
plenty of guns on the Atlantic sea-
board to defend it, but there must be
no diminution of artillery or chang-
es trade in the plans to increase, its
strength."
Secretary Taft said that he would
start sometime about the first of No-
venther on his trip to Panama.
"I rib not expect to spend more
than three days on the isthmu • this
time," Ile said. "The president has
asked me to go, and I feel that it is
necessary. The work meets our ap-
proval in a great many ways, but
there is one phase of it which we be-
lieve could be improved upon and
Must be improved at once. That is
in providing quarters for the men we
are sending down there and in mak-
ing these men comfortable. Mr.
Wallace's idea was that our first
work should be to find out how much
dirt we could excavate in a given
time and what it would cost.
"I believe the first thing to do is
to see that the men down there are
comfortable, and that when they get
through a nine-hour day in the trop-
ics, with its tendency to devitalize a
man, they shall have somewhere to go
for amusement, have something to
read, and won't be induced to take
up brandy and soda. I shah examine
very carefully the quarters that have
been built already, and poh this
work along. I shall also see how the
money has been spent down there."
Secretary Taft expects to meet his
wife and family when they arrive on
the steamer Kroonland this mornings,
and to go to Washington later in the
day.
MRS. ROOSEVELT TO GO
SOUTH WITH PRESIDENT.
Will Be a Member of the Party at
Least as Far as Georgia.
Washington, Oct. to.—President
Roosevelt has decided that Mrs.
Roosevelt should accompany him on
his coming Southern trip. She may
not go the entire route, but she will
at least go as far as Roswell, Ga , and
perhaps to Little Rock, Ark.
This decision was reached in a con-
ference between the president and
Governor Glenn of North Carolina,
who came to Washington to arrange
personally details of die president's
visit to Raleigh, the capital.
Mrs, Roosevelt is enthusiastic about
the plans for his reception and en-
tertainment. A gold key will be pre-
sented to him in Raleigh, and a dinner
will be given for him and his party in
the executive mansion. The gover-
nor and Mrs. Glenn will accompany
him to the state line.
Mrs. Roosevelt will have two wo-
men accompany her on the trip.
Should she decide not to go to New
Os-leans, she wilb return to Washing-
ton tinder the care of Surgeon General
Rixey, who is to be a member of the
party.
SINGULARLY AFFLICTED.
New Yorker Cannot Recall Names
of Objects He Sees.
New York, Oct., la—Physicians
at Pleinfield, N. J., are much puzzled
over the case of Garrett Dunham,
who was thrown from a trolley oar
several weeks ago and landed on his
head. Dunham is now apparently as
well as ever, except that he is tumble
to pronounce nouns. He has no difg-
culty with verbs, but vehen it comes
to naming objects he is all at sea.
Mr. Donham's case, accoOding to
an expert, is extremely rare—paralysis
of the naming center, a part of the
brain directly over the left ear. Spec-
ialists say That a similar case was re-
ported a year ago. The victim would
describe a knife as something to cut
with, or a glass as sonveth'ng to
drink from, but could not name
either article.
North Bound. No. soa
New Orleans 
No. 10.4
9:15 a.m.
Rjaicvkern, 
7:io p.m
Memphis 
Gibbs  
Tenn 
10996::48541:2 a....m. 11:58 p.m
io:to p.m
8:5o p.m
9:15 P.mppFadaudult conahab 
 12:35 a.m.
 ix :2C SLIM
 
 I I :25 a.m. 
I :43 a.m.
Princeton 
 12:39 p.m/. 
I :48 a.m.
Evansville 
 63725 Plintn.. 
3:ot a.m.
ilopkinsville 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisville 
Arrive Cincinnati 
 9:15 p.m. 11:55 ono
93;:445051 aa.m.z..
4:31:0 a•m.
8:15 a.m.
5:13 a.m.
7:so a.m.
Nortonville 
 1:28 p.m.
Arrive Central City 
Arrive Horse Branch 
432:155 ppPlini-In.m.
5:35 p.m.
(North
Lv. Paducah....
Ar. Carbondale..
Ar. Chicago 
Ar. St. Louis 
12 :4op.m.
4:25P•m•
5:3oaori.
8:o5p.m.
8 oop.m.
No. 122
6.00a.m.
7:4oa.m.
7 :5oa.m.
9:29a.m.
10 :35a.M.
II :3oa.m.
12:55p.m.
4:55P•m-
4:5510-m•
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
Bound.) (South Bound.)
No. 306. No. 374: No. 305.
4:aop.m. Lv. St. Louis.... 7 45a.m.
8:40p.m. Lv. 2:50a.M.
8 :o5a.m. Lv. Carbondale. Ix :ooa.m.
708a.m. Ar. Paducah.... 3:35p.m.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE
(North Bound.)
101-801 135-835
Lv. Hopkinsville it :2ontet. 6:40a.m.
Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.m. 7:45a m.
An. Paducah . . . . 3 sp.m. g:zsa.m.
Lv. Paducah.... 7:00p.m. 9o30a.m.
Ar. Cairo 
 8:35p.m. it ooa.rn.
AS. St. Louis 
 7 :agent 5 :oop.m.
Ar. Chicago 
 8:o5a.rn. 9:30p.m.
LINE.
(South
Lv. Chicago....
Lv. St. Louis ..
Lv. Cairo 
Ar. Paducah 
Lv. Paducah 
Ar. Princeton  
Ar. Hopkinsvine
Bound.)
122-822
6:2op.m.
9:40P ro•
6 :ooa.m.
7:4La-m-
7 :5oa.rn.
9:29o-m-
N7o0.513.15.1
9:409.111‘7-
6:2op.noo
Ii :ooa.m.--7
136-838
9'4.50-Tn•
2:15pol.
6 :2op.m.,
8:top.m.
8:z5p.ns.
9:50Poa.
:00p.131.
Trains marked thus (•) run deity except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains lot and 102 sleepers between Loui-vie,
Memphis and New Orleans Trains 8o1 and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For farther information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chioasp,
C. C. 3CCARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAI
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR si: SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGN& ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, roc, r5c, 20C
AND UP TO 83.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGTi.D BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPAITISSE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BULLUING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. '.ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OP SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
COVE YOU THE MOST VALUES FOR THE /LONEY-
C.C. LEE
Corner 3rd dc Kentucky Ave.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE
storm ENO& & CO.'S CELEI-
MINITIM
Digh
sits city is for d to close becausei
Independent 'acting-house at Kan- tfc POU
gaver*vector. WNW URI WiliVOIrTHZ BUT.
rnnent 't furnittli cattle in- 1 
. 
_A
SPecial to Farmers
We ass artpaning to asivertive ts
the Nortfiweet, miff lf you want to
sell your ialm, List is with as and w*
think we can sell it for yots. 'Pry es.
S. T. RANDLE
Manager Real )Batate Deparment,
Mechanics' & Xiamen' Savings Sank
Room 3, g.-Ger. Nat. Beak.
and11111111■11KIN
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A PRESCRIPTION
Is the medium through
which you regain health,
strength and vitality, from
an impaired condition of
the body. Men have mas-
tered the secrets of Na-
ture, to produce this "Me
dium." These men are
called Doctors and Drug-
gists. Some Drug Stores
are called Commercial
Drug Stores. In this class
of stores, Adulteration and
Substitution is practiced
for commercial reasons.
The evils of this practice
are too well known to
mention here.
Our label is a symbol
of the highest standard of
Prescription work.
ASK.THE DOCTOR
11cPHER SONS
DRUC STORE
1
Wednesday Morning, Oct. it, saiss.
ISIINIFINIEM•••••■•
LOCAL NEWS
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
here from
1 Lawyer John G. Miller and Judge
—The John Robinson circus shows Wm. Marble have returned from
today at Metropolis. Princeton.
—The weathe rprediction for today Prof. C. A. Norvell has
is: Fair and cooler, with possibly light from visiong in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
frost in'early morning. The predic- Mrs. Houston Fall and Miss Anna
tions for yesterday held good; there Parks, of Nashville. arrive next Tues-
Were showers and the atmosphere was day to attend the hor-e show and be
uch cooler, demanding fires and guests of Mrs. Robert B. Phillips.
Ii avier clothing. Dr. Cliff Reynolds has returned
Miss Anna Wells. of South Third from visiting_ in Mayfield.
reet. entertains Friday evening M. R. A. Doyle and wife. of East
reh progressive cinth at her home. Prairie, Mo., are visiting here.
I—This morning shortly after mid- Dr. B. B. Griffith has returned
/ "tight there returned through here from Louisville, where he underwent
1 he Louisville excursion train en1- an operation at the St. Joseph • in-
route back to Mayfield from whence firmarl,.
it started Sunday. Dr. J. B. Garber, the veterinarian,
=Yesterday there was buried at returned yesterday from Watseka, Ill.
Oak Grove cemetery "Uncle Ran- and says ht, arranged for seven fine
som" Shelton, the 70-year-old negro eFermarr coach horses to come here
arks had beep a, familiar. figure here Invakastiorse show next week. They
all his life, and who died Monday', are coming merely for inspection and
night in his room behing Capt. Aus- not-for-riding. One is worth $1o,000,
tin Owen's house on Madison be- andtook first premium at the World's
tween Fifth and Sixth streets. fah.
—Mr. Z. T. Griffth. of Mayfield, Mr. Louis Rieke last night went
is preparing to bring here and show to New York.
in the coming horse show, his string E. B. 
Flint 
of Folsomdale. is
of horses, he being awarded the Mat- tr 'isiging, and may locate in the
field prize for the best span exhibit.- city.
ed, while his wife won the lady driv- Mr. John Curd went yesterday at
ing iontest. He is the son of Mrs. noon to Louisville to. locate.
Laura Griffith, a this city. Mr. Frank Dugan has returned
—The I. C. pay car reaches here from visiting in Golconda, Ill.
next Tuesday to pay off. Officer Samuel Beadles returned
—Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sanders,
of the Mayfield road, have a new boy
at their home.
Mr. Richard B. Smith left yesterday
morning for Chicago to attend Mk-
Connell's School of Optics.
City Physician W,. J. Bass went
dawn to the Florence Station neigh-
borhood yesterday to visit his child-
ren. He returned last night.
M. James Lane, the clothier, has
returned from spending several days
with relatives down in the county.
Mir. and Mks. William Voelkle and
children, of New Orleans, returned
home yesterday after stopping over
here severa' days to visit while en
route home from elle North.
Mr. Charles Brown and bride (nee
Miss Adams) are expected here to-
day from their wedding trip. They
married last Saturday at Coulterville,
Capt. Henry West, of St. Louis, is
in the city.
Contractor Pat Halloran, of the
Kitterjohn construction works, is
here from Cedar Bluff, where their
plant is located.
Mrs. Lawrence Finn of Franklin,
Ky., is visiting Mrs. E. L. Whitesides,
the osteopath.
Mr. Walter Stroud is
Chicago visiting relatives.
Mr- and Mrs. H. Wallace Stevens
were her ye.-terday the guests of
Lawyer I.al Threlkeld. Mr. Stevens
is general manager of the Old Glover-
Mrs. E. L Whitesides, osteopath, nors Copper Mining and Smelting
-6og I •2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434 company of. Boswell, New Mexico.
and New 761,
Telephone ax7, Hawkins Bros_ for
oysters, celery etc.
SEVERAL DEATHS
Father of Actress Dies While She Is
Here—Mr. Driskell Buried.
Miss Effie Noble, member of the
trcupe playing yesterday at The Ken-
tucky, received a message notifying
here of the death at Decatur, Ill., of
her father, but she remained with the
company, being unable to reach De-
catur is time for the funeral.
Yesterday afternoon the funeral
services over the remains of Mr. G.
W. Drislc-ell were held at the home
not North Fourtheenth street, and
felled with interment at Oak
Grove cemetery. Rev. Chiles con-
deleted the ceremonies.
Terterday afternoon at the Woods
cemetery in the county there was bur-
ied Mrs. Alice Salyers, who died the
night before in the Sharpe neighbor-
hood, of childbirth. The deceased
was -.22 years of age and the wife of
Mr. Arthur Salyer, the farmer of
that vicinity.
Trimble Street Bargain.
Five-room house, No. roo8 Trimble
street; lot 45x16o feet to alley; fine
neighborhood and one of the highest
points in Paducah. This is a bargain
at $1.600; one-third cash, balance
and 2 years.
Whittemcre Real Estate Agency,
Fraternity building Both phones 835.
Dr. Lillard D. Sanders has removed
his office fps's, the Trueheart build-
tng to his residence, 318 South Sixth
.treet, opposite court hone,
Subscribo, for THE REGISTER.
returned
yesterday from visiting,in Wingo.
Rev T. B. Rouse ilias returned
from attending a Baptist meeting at
Stabblefield. Graves county.
Mr. Tim Murphy was here yester-
day en route from Cairo to Dawson
for a sojourn.
w•flipb
You get the best that money can
produce both in our cafe and candies.
Hawkins BM*, 457 Broadway.
WATER NOTICE
PATRONS OF THE WATER
COMPANY SHOULD REMEMBER
THAT THEIR RENTS EXPIRED
SEPTEMBER 30. THOSE WHO
DESIRE TO RENEW THEM
SHOULD DO SO BEFORE IT IS
FORGOTTEN, AS ALL PREMISES
NOT PAID ON OR BEFORE THE
TENTH OF OCTOBER WILL BE
SHUT OFF
DR. OUCHTERLONT IS DEAD
Was Louisville Physician, Surgeon,
Author and Professor.
Louisville, Ky., Oct to --Doctor
John A. Ouchterlony, physician, sur-
geon, author and professor, died last
night of a complication of diseases.
Doctor,Guchterlony was one of the
founders of the Louisville Medical
college, and has ocupied chairs in
medical colleges in many cities.
He was knighted several years by
King Oscar of Sweden, and by the
late Pope Leo XIII. He was 67
years old.
Candies made pure and fresh daily.
Hawkins Bros., 417 Broadway. Fac-
tory Seventh and Tennessee streets.
Father D S. Phelan. back from
Europe, says St. Louis is now better
known abroad than Chicago. He had
three private audiences with Pipe.
 11.
THE RIVER NEWS
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo. 12.7; falling.
Chattanooga. 1.5; standing.
Cincinnati, 7.1; falling.
Evansville, 4.6; rising.
Florence, missing.
Johnsonville, o.8; falling.
Louisville, -, 5; falling.
Mt. Carmel, 3.1; falling.
Nashville, 7.3; standing.
Pittsburg, 6.o; falling.
Davis Island Dam, 2.7; standing.
St. Louis, to.4; falling.
Mt. Vernon. 3.8; standing.
Paducah. 3.7; falling.
Captain Thomas Armstrong has re-
kigned as commander of the Henry
Harley and returns to his home in
Nashville. Captain James Howard
suceeds him.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock thcre
leaves for the Tennessee river the
steamer Clyde. She remains up that
stream until next Monday night.
There will come out of the Ten-
nessee river late romorrow night the
steamer Kentucky. She lays Instil
5 o'clock Saturday afternoon before
skipping out on her return trip
The Warrenn gets out for Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock and comes
back tonight at 1!.
The Henry Harley came in yester-
day from Evansville, and returned
immediately. She gets back here
again tomorrow.
The Bob Dudley comes in today
from Ckirksville and leaves immen-
lately for Nashville.
The City of Saltillo passes This
morning en route from St. Louis to
the Tennessee river.
Delicious delecacies in something
good to eat at Hawkins Bross 417
Broadway.
AMONG THE SICK
MR. HARRY RHODES CON-
FINED ABED AT HIS
RESIDENCE.
Constable Phil Hisey Shows Slight
Improvement With Paralysis—
Others Ailing.
Manager Harry C. ,Rhodes, of the
Rhodes-Burford establishment, is
confined at his home on West Jeffer-
son street with illness. Just al soon
as he is able to get up be will call to-
gether the committee looking after
the Methcdist college project.
Constable Phil Hisey was a little
better yesterday with his parallytk
sttoke that confines him at 'She yeai,,
dence of his daughter, Mrs. Dr.;
hard Sanders, of South Sixth street
near Clark.
Mr. E. Rehkopf was ' yesterday THE KENTUCKY
POPULAR WANTS
FOR SALE--A pair of young set-
ters. Apply at tom Jefferson.
FOR RENT—Store room near
Fifth and Jefferson. John Dean.
WANTED—First-class carpenter.
Apply in morning lit 1754 Monroe
street.
FOR SALE--On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire xot8 Trimble street.
FOR RENT—Furni!hed foou.
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR RENT—Four-room cottage
No. 623 Jefferson street; bath and
toilet. Apply to W. H. Patterson
FOR SALE CHEAP.—A Garland
base burner as good as new. Apply
to Rneben Rowland, 411 North Sev-
enth street.
FOR SALE—Several pieces of ma-
hogany library furniture, also hard
cat stove. Apply at 227 North
Ninth street.
FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of buillding on corner Third
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
first floor suitable for business of-
fice at very reasonable prices. H.
Mansmen, Jr.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
TO-NIGHT
The Beautiful
Rural Comedy Drama
UNCLE DAN't
Introducing
MR. FRED WYKOFF
AS
THE Messenger FromJarvis Section.
Solid Carload Special Scsoery.
Prices: 35, 33„ 50, 7$c.
Seats on sale Tuesday at g a. m.
confined to his room at hi-s home on
Washington near Fifth streets. He
is sick, but not seriostAy so.
Mrs. Lawrence Rasor wag yester-
day at Riverside hospital operated on
for mastoidonomy.
Mr. John Iseman is confined with
appendicitis at Riverside hospital
He is the clerk at Thompson's soda
fountain and confectionary.
Mr. Louis Friant, former poke-
man, was yesterday admitted to Riv-
erside hospital, to be operated on for
cataract over the eye.
The little daughter of Albert Dos-
sett, of 2339 Broadway. has develop-
ed scarlet fever, while the chrild of
Enoch Fletcher. of tdolt Bridge street,
has contracted the disease also.
Mrs. Dr. Mac Hill is confined at
Riverside hospital with nervous pros-
tration.
Mrs. Yetta Anspacher is quilts ill
at her home on North Sixth street.
An up to date place is Hawkins
Bros. Our business hiss been phe-
nominal.
LAMP EXPLODED.
Small Loss by Fire Occurred at Bos-
well Home Last Night.
Last night about 10:15 o'clock. the
Nos. t and 4 fire departments were
called to the home of Mr. Thomas
Boswell. 417 Jackson street, on ac-
count of a small blaze that started
in the kitchen by the explosion of a
lamp. The fire was getting under
good headway when there arrived the
departments which • quickly extin-
guished the flame. The loss will
amount to about $75.
TELEPHONE 548.
SATURDAY, OCT. 14
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
22nd Semi-Annual Tour
Lyman H. Howe's
MUMMA
AMERICA'S GREATEST EXHIBIr
TION OF MOVING PICTURES
SEE—The Trans Atlantic Voyage
From New York to South Hamp-
ton.
SEE—Raffies, The Amateur Cracks-
man.
SEE—The Gordon-Bennett Interna-
tional Automobile Race, nos.
SEE—The New Scenets of President
Roosevelt.
And a Collection of Other Great
Pictures
EVERYTHING NEW.
BETTER THAN EVER
Prices.-25c, 35c and soc. Matinee:
Children roc; adults 20C.
Seats on sale Friday g a. m.
Why worry about dinner at home
when you can get noonday luncheon
at Hawkins Bros. Parties of three
or more special rates can be secured.
Our business of three weeks is like
an established business of three years.
Our sales increasing daily. flaw-
Subscribe for THE REGISTER kiss Bros., 4t7 Broadway.
Whet You're Hot and tired
THERE IS NOTHING THAT WILL MAKE A NEW
MAN OF YOU SO QUICKLY AS
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
THIS PERFECT BEER COOLS AND REFRESHES AND
STRENGTHENS. IT BUILDS UP BODY AND BRAIN.
IT'S A DELICIOUS DRINK, A FOOD AND A MEDI.
CINE ALL ROLLED INTO ONE—NOTHING LIKE IT
EVER BREWED.
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTER BREW, AND
SEE THAT YOU GET IT.
paducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
.mtvitefigslhsfAsmtrr5ms511*•
To Patrons of the Horse
Show. I
g Paducah Saddlery Co. t
We desire to call your attention to our line of GENUINE
WHITMAN SADDLt,S, FANCY DRIVING HARNESS, ENG-
LISH RIDING BRIDLES, ENGLISH CROPS, GENUINE
HOLLY DRIVING WHIPS and FANCY HORSE BL4NKETS
HORSE OUTFITTERS
o. Retail Department Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets. I
40TiNMFgiFilikgilF SS WS SIF *IF SIFSIF •
USE KEVIL'S
Hrietocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
04-62- Scrap 'IX
At, ig• Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFORE
YOU GO ELSEWHERE
1I1 I it
,i•IMiM•mINIMINI=j!np
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.
35( EVERT DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
11:30 UNTIL 2 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50t. ma, to a.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance AgE:ncy
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 38,5—Resi4ence 1696
11111...1111.1•..11,
Subscribe For Register.
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATETAIAL.
Sherrill-Kussell Lumber Co.
INCORPOR.ATED.
Both 'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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